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FOREWORD
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of the analysis and design of a static ground test version of a
Quiet Research Test Vehicle (QRTV) utilizing llightworthy propulsion system components. Also
included is a disumsion of the fabrication of a sufficient number of propulsive struts. employing
multiple micro-jets, to propel a Schweizer SGS 2-32 sailplane up to 123 knots airspeed.

The analysis and design encompasses the information required to modify the sailplane struc-
ture to incorporate the propulsion system for basic ground tests. The design of the static ground
test is not covered completely. Overall consideration of the ultimate QRTV flight version has been
a primary goal in the analysis and design phase of this program.

As negotiated originally, the modification to the wing structure. necessary to install the span-
wise ducts was not a task in Phase 1i. Late in the program, the analysis and design of the spanwise
wing duct installation was added to the program. Furthermore, hot pressure tests of a sample pro-
duction propulsive strut were also included. Results of these two additional tasks have been incor-
porated as appendices in this report.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This program entitled "Jet Noise Reduction for Military Reconnaissance/Surveillance Aircraft"

has consisted of two phases. The first phase comprised the analysis, design, developnment testing, and
selection of the basic components of an integrated "quiet" propulsive-wing concept. One task in this
first phase dealt with the preliminary design of a static ground test stand. The primary purpose of
the test stand was to determine the static propulsion characteristics of a system ultimately to be in-
stalled in a Schweizer SGS 2-32 Sailplane. The modified sailplane was designated as a Quiet Research
Test Vehicle (QRTV). The test stand however, was conceived in a "boiler-plate" engine installation.

The bench/wind tunnel tests of Phase I of this contract resulted in the selection of the single
row of microjet nozzles at the trailing edge of the propulsive struts which will be arranged in closely-
spaced multistrut arrays on the upper surface of the wing of the QRTV. Based on the data obtained.
the predicted aural detectability of the Quiet Research Test Vehicle will be significantly less than
other types of quiet aircraft.

As Phase I approached completion, a decision was made by the Air Force to proceed into
Phase I1 with flightworthy components instead of the "boiler-plate" test stand. From early October
1972 until February 1973, the manner in which Phase 11 was to be conducted was considered and
became established. It was decided that the funds allocated for this phase of the program would be
expended mainly in the analysis and design ofs a ightworthy integrated "quiet" Propulsive Wing
system. It was also decided that a portion of these funds should be used for the fabrication of a
sufficient number of propulsive struts for the QRTV.

This report presents the results of the analysis and design of this system as well as a descrip-
tion of the techniques employed in the fabrication of the propulsive struts It shows that the concept
of this particular QRTV is very feasible and presents the detailed analyses of the propulsion system
and its structural and weight aspects with regard to the adaptation of this system to the Schweizer SGS
2-32 Sailplane.

A separate contractual item is the complete set of layout and detail drawings showing how
this quiet propulsion system can be installed in the QRTV.

Appendices A and B of this report summarize the results of the two tasks added to the con-
tract during the latter part of Phase 1I. Appendix A contains a summary of the detailed design of the
duct installation in the wing of the Schweizer SGS 2 32 Sailplane. The results in Appendix B pertain
to the hot pressure testing of a sample production propulsive strut, selected at random, to ascertain
the structural integrity of the fllghtworthy struts. These tests revealed an inadequacy in a secondary
structural element caused by the inadvertent choice of incompatible materials and fabrication tech-
niques. An acceptable repair placed the struts in the flightworthy hardware status.



I. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE QUIET RESEARCH TEST VEHICLE

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Quiet Research Test Vehicle (QRTV) may be described as a Schweizer SGS 2-32 Sail-
plane modified to incorporate an integrated "*quiet" propulsive wing. This propulsive wing consists
of internal spanwise ducts which supply the mixed exhaust gas from the Williams Research Corp-
oration WR-19 turbofan engine to an arrangement of multiple microjet thrusting struts as depicted
schematically in Figure I. These struts, installed on the wing of the Schweizer sailplane, will provide
a level of thrust sufficient to propel the aircraft to airspeeds in excess of 120 knots. The nominal
design cruise speed, however, has been set at 60 knots. Figure 2 portrays the general arrangement
of the SGS 2-32 Sailplane with the propulsive struts and engine inlet.

The original primary goal of this Phase u1 of the program was to analyze and design a system
complete enough to conduct a series of static ground tests to prove the propulsive characteristics of
the flightworthy components of this unique propulsion system. A secondary goal was to obtain
quantitative measurements of the noise environment produced by the engine/propulsion system
installation. However, the negotiated end product of Phase II was to analyze and finalize the design
of this system and to fabricate approximately 500 of the propulsive struts for eventual installation
on the SGS 2-32 Sailplane.

B. DESIGN

During Phase II of this Jet Noise Reduction Program the layout and detailed design drawings
required to fabricate the integrated "quiet" propulsive wing were generated. These drawings con-
stitute a portion of Item AOOA of the Contractual Data Requirements and are listed in Table 1.
A general discussion of the design aspects of this propulsion system and the required modifications
to the aircraft are contained in this section of this report.

I. Propulsive Struts and Mounting Plates

Design of the propulsive struts evolved as a result of a Bell Aerospace Company funded
Manufacturing Engineering Development Program. This program proved that the propulsive strut
trailing edge and microjet nozzles could be punched and coined from a preformed blank of 0.032
inch thick 606 1-0 aluminum alloy sheet. With the trailing edge and nozzles completed, the airfoil
shape of the strut could be formed by use of an internal mandrel and hydraulic press. The leading
edge and tip of the strut were joined and sealed by the Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) process. Two
airfoil shaped tension posts were riveted into place at two spanwise locations in the strut to prevent
distortion of the airfoil shape of the strut under the anticipated levels of exhaust gas pressure and
temperature. A flare was provided at the base of the strut for TIG weld attachment of the strut
mounting plates.

The mounting plates were designed in sections to accommodate between 8 and 12 struts
so as not to interfere with the rib structure of the wing. The mounting plates will also be 0.032 inch
thick 6061 aluminum sheet and will be punched to match the airfoil shape of the flared strut base.
The mounting plates, with struts attached, will be sealed with RTV or similar compound and riveted
to the underside of the Titanium backup plate which constitutes the top surface of the spanwise
wing duct.

2
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TABLE I
DRAWING LIST - JET NOISE REDUCTION PROGRAM

7389430060 Strut Plate Any.• Jet Noise Reduction
7389,430061 Cover Plate Any.- Inboard Section - Jet Noise Redaction
7389W430052 Cower Plate Amy. - Center Section - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430053 Cover Plate A . - Outboard Section -Jet Noise Reduction
7389430054 Exhaust Oucting -Engine - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430055 Duct Assy. - Inboard Section - Wing - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430066 Duct Asmy. -Center Section -Wing -Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430057 Duct Any. - Outboard Section - Wing - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430058 Expansion Joint- Inboard • Wing- Jet Noise Reduction
7389430059 Expansion Joint - Center - Wing- Jet Noin Reduction
7389-43006G Expansion Joint -Outboard -Wing - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430062 Duct Installation - Wing - Jet Noiea Reduction
7389430063 Angle - Wing Duct - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430064 Re;traint - Wing Duct - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-4300065 Strut Amy. - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430066 Tee - Wing Duct - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430067 Support - Wing Duct -Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430068 Link - Wing Duct - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430070 Propulsion Installation and Fuselage Modification - Jet Noise Reduction
7389430071 Fuselage Doubler Installation -Wing Root - Jet Noise Reduction
7389430072 Bulkheed Amy. - Sta. 128.939 - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430073 Support Installation - Lower -Ste. 129.189 - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430074 Bulkhead - Upper -Ste. 129.189- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430075 Bulkheed -Ste. 153.0 and 154.37 - Jet Noise Reduction
7389430076 Aft Fuselage (Modified) Glider - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430077 Truss Installation - Wishbone Structure Replacement - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430078 Fitting - Wishbone Structure Replacement - Jet Noise Reduction
7389430079 SuE ort Installation - Engine i Jet Noise Reduction
73894300790 Mounting Plates -Engine Vibration Mount- Jet Noise Reduction
7389430080 Engine Mount Pad - Engine Vibration Mount - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430082 Center Support Amy. - Engine - Jet Noise Reduction . -
7389-430083 Engine Enclosure- Lower - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430084 Shear Deck Installation -Engine Mount - Jet Nois Reduction
7389-430085 Engine Enclosure and Inlet Duct - Upper - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430086 3hear Deck Installation- Ste. 129.189- Ste. 153.00- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430087 Inlet Acoustic Baffle - Asm. and Installation - Jet Noise Reduction -
7389-430088 Engine Controls and Instrumentation Installation - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430089 Flap Geometry - Schweizer Wing - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430091 Rib Root - Ste. 18.75- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430092 Rib Intermediate - Sta. 27.0- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430093 Rib Assy - Sta. 34.50 - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430094 Rib Assy - Ste. 42- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430095 Rib Intermediate - Ste. 49.50- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430096 Rib Intermediate- Sta. 57.0- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430097 Rib Intermediate - Ste. 64.5- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430098 Rib Assy- Sta. 72- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430099 Rib Assy - Sta. 79.50- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430100 Rib Assy - Ste. 87- Jat Noise Reduction
7389-430101 Rib Intermediate - Sta. 98.0- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430102 Rib Intermediate - Sta. 109.0- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430103 Rib Intermediate - Ste. 120.0- Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430104 Rib Intermediate - Ste. 131.0. Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430105 Rib Intermediate • Sta. 142.0 - Jet Noise Reduction
7389-430106 Rib Intermediate - Ste. 154.0- Jet Noise Reduction
Sketch No. 1 Cutouts and Reinforcements • Wing - Struts - Jet Noise Reduction
Sketch No. 2 Flap and Ribs - Wings - Jet Noise Reduction



2. Wing Duct and Backup Plates

The spanwise wing ducts which will supply the WR-19 turbofan exhaust gases to the
propulsive struts were designed ;n thrke sections for each wing panel in order to alleviate growth
e, l cts due to exhaust gas temperatures. Each section will be attached to the structure of the ground
test stand in the same manner as it eventually will be mounted in the sailplane wing. To achieve this
the links and brackets were designed to support the weight of the duct sections and to restrain the
duct from movement imposed by the exhaust gas pressure, the propulsive strut thrust, and associated
moments.

The duct sections are of a rounded trapezoidal cross-section which taper slightly in the
spanwise direction in both width and height. The pressure vessel consists of 0.032 inch thick 6A1-4V
titanium with 0.040 inch thick chordwise zee section stiffeners spot-welded to the duct wall at ap-
proximately 5 inch spanwise spacing. The zee section stiffeners are 3/4 inch deep and also serve as
standoffs for an 0.035 inch thick, porous, sintered stainless steel material known as "Rigimesh" pos-
sessing a Rayl Number of 35. This porous material will act as an acoustic damper on the two sides
and bottom of the wing ducts.

The top surface of the duct is a 0.10 inch thick sheet of 6AI-4V titanium which is sealed
and attached by channel nut plates to titanium angles welded to the fore and aft walls of the span-
wise ducts. This sheet constitutes the backup plate for the propulsive strut mounting plates and will
be punched with clearance holes to alilow the propulsive struts to protrude.

The wind duct sections will be joined and sealed together by means of custom made
flexible, silicone rubber joints. The attachment restraints discussed previously will prevent any span-
wise movement of the duct sections relative to each oth r. The root chord end of the inboard duct
section is similarily joined and sealed to the transistion section of the bifurcated exhaust duct.

3. Fuselage Modifications

In order to incorporate this propulsion system in the SGS-2-32 Sailplane, it will be
necessary to remove and replace certain components in the fuselage as well as add some basic
structural elements. The following series of nine sketches indicate the nature of these fuselage
modifications.

4. Engine Installation

The engine is to be installed behind the aft crew compartment with the inlet facing the
rear of the aircraft. This was done in order to locate the bifurcated exhaust duct in the proper position
relative to wing to facilitate connection to the spanwise wing duct. Furthermore, this orientation of
the engine provided a means for designing an inlet duct with only minor modifications to existing
aircraft structure.

Attachment of the engine to the fuselage will be accomplished by utilizing the three
mounting pads supplied with the engine bypass duct. Two of these pads provide the primary support
and arc located on either side of the engine in the plane of the engine centerline just downstream of
the main structural frame of the engine. The third mount comprises a stabilizing link on the bottom
of the bypass duct just upstream of the flange for attachment of the bifurcated exhaust duct. Addi-
tional structural components have been incorporateJ in the fuselage to transmit engine weight and

6
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Sketch I - Puselage and Wing Intersection

A hole in the fuselage skin at the fuselage/wrng Juncture mist
he provided to allow passage of the bifurcated exhaust duct into
the wing. As indicated In the sketch, portions of the wing root
fairing flange must also be removed to provide adequate clearance.
'he doubler plate shown has been added to provide structural stab-
Ility in the fuselage skin In the vicinity of this hole.

Sltetch 2 - Aft9 rnopy Bulkhead

The existing 4ft canopy bulkheaid at fuselage station l-.939 must
he reworked in the manner ..hoawi in the sketch in order to provide
clearance for lhv top of the eigine enclosure

7
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Sketch 3 - Lower Bulkhead; Fuselage Station 129.189

For installation of the lower portion of the engine enclosure,
it will be necessary to remove that portion of the lateral extrusion
shown in the upper section of sketch between buttock lines 11.150.
The lower channel will be added to maintain structural integrity
at this fuselage station. This added channel will also be employed
as support for the main engine mounts. A flanged shear web will be
added from buttock lines 9.750 and riveted to the existing fuselage
bulkhead. The lower part of the engine enclosure will be attached
to the flange of this shear web. The added 7/8 inch diameter hole
will be provided as a clearance hole for the wing rear beam attach-
ment prin.
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Sketch 5 - upper tHulkhead, Fuselage Station l29.169

An opening In the top of the aircraft between fuselage stations
V?9.IIJ end staton and buttock linesel!.250 for installation
and removal of "w upper engine enclosure and inlet. The portion
of the bulethead at fuselage station 129.189 indicated in the
sketch must toe removed for this purpose. Thin will necessitate
removal of the longitudinal angle shown in end view at the ship
centerline. The gusset and angle shown at buttock line 11.250
will be added on hoth sides to preserve strueturai characteristics

of the fuselage In this area.

4++

Sketch 5 -Upper Pulkhead, Relocated from Fusaelage Station
153.000 to 154.370

It will be necessary to move the upper bulkhead existing at
fuselage station 153.000 to station 154.370 in order to Install
the engine enclosure and Inlet. This relocated bulkhead provides
the rear attachment point for the new longitudinal angle at buttock
line 11.250 mentioned in the explanatory note for Sketch U&. A
gusset will also be added as a structural attachment at the forward
end of the longitudinal angle on the ship centerline, a portion
of which will be removed to provide the opening at the top of the
fuselage.



Sketch 6 - Fuselage Frame Assembly (Engine Access)

This. sketch portrays the overall fuselage frame assembly discussed
in detail on Oketches 4 and 5. It should be noted that the portion
of t he fuselage forward of fuselage station 129.189 and above water
line 16.220 Is a presently removable fairing aft at the crew compart-
ment canopy.
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Sketch 7 - Engine Mount Support

This sketch depicts the additional structural members required
to support the engine onahe basic aircraft structure. The
lateral channel and vertical angle at fuselage station 120.600
will be added as the structural tie-in for the single rear engine
mount; the channel at station 129.189 will provide support for
the two forward engine mounts. These two lateral channels will
be tied together with the shear web shown. The edges of the shear
web will be stabilized by two angles, which in turn will be
riveted to the fuselage skin. Also included, but not shown in
the sketch, are two compression structural members which will
restrain the engine under a 20g ultimate horizontal load.

I0
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s•ketch 8 - Engine Enclosure and Inlet Layout

This sketch depicts the general arrangement of the engine enclosure
and inlet. The lower engine enclosure will be relatively perman-
ently Installed in the aircrart; whereas the upper engine enclosure
and inlet assembly will be readily removable ror engwine maintenance.
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Sketch 9 - Replaced Wing Load Support Structure

The structure shown in the sketch will replace the original wing
.load support structure in the aircraft which must be removed to
provide clearance for the engine installation. The fitting located
on the ship centerline wi h the face at fuselage station 105.124
attaches to the wing main carrythrough structure.

12



thrust reaction loads to primary aircraft structure. A restraining structure has also been designed to
be installed and attached to the two primary support pads. This structure consists of two compression
members which will restrain engine movement under a 10 g longitudinal impact load.

L
5. Exhaust Duct and Transition Section

The exhaust duct for the engine in this installation will be bifurcated just downstream of
the last turbine stage and each leg will go through a 90 degree bend during which the cross-sectional
shape will vary, at constant area, from semi-annular to a 2 to I elipse. Actually, this section of the
exhaust duct will be a portion of that used for the Individual Lift Device (Jet Belt) cnder Contract
No. I)A 23-204-AMC-03712(T). Another short section of duct will provide a means of varying the
elliptical section to circular as well as executing a slight bend. This will properly orient the two cir-
cular duct sections for attachment to the wing duct by means of the transition section. A Marmon
Clamp Flange is to he welded at the downstream ends of these circular ducts as well as at the up-
stream ends of the transition sections.

The transition section constitutes a slight diffuser and also changes the duct cross-
sectional shape from circular to a shape which matches the rounded trapezoidal shape of the span-
wise wing ducts. The transition piece will be attached to the wing duct by means of a custom made,
flexible silicone rubber joint and to the circular exhaust duct by means of a Marmon clamp. The
Marmon clamp joints comprise the disconnect points in the exhaust ducts foe removal of the wing
ducts from the engine installation in the fuselage. During operation of the system during static ground
tests, these joints also allow one foot long circular instrumentation sections to be installed for the
purpose of measuring exhaust gas'pressures and temperatures. From these data the magnitudes of the
exhaust gas velocities and weight flows entering the wing ducts can be ascertained.

6. Engine Enclosure and Inlet Duct

The general appearance of this installation is shown schematically in Sketch 8. page I I.
Except for the curvature in the inlet duct entering the plenum chamber at the engine inlet, it can be
seen that the engine enclosure and inlet duct are made up of essentially flat 0.040 inch thick aluminum
alloy sheet. In the areas of the inlet duct and plenum chamber, where the internal flow velocities will
create a slight static pressure differential, these flat panels have been reinforced against undue de-
flections by properly placed hat section stiffeners. The entire inner surface of the inlet duct and
plenum will be lined with a porous (Rayl Number 35), sintered, stainless steel acoustic barrier. This
material is held away from the duct wall by approximately 1/2 inch by the hat section stiffeners
mentioned previously. The bottom section of the engine enclosure is similarily lined to provide
acoustic treatment without the fuel and oil absorption characteristics of fiberglass mat. The exterior
of inlet duct, plenum chamber, and lower engine enclosure are to be covered by two layers of 1/4
inch fiberglass mat with a thin lead septum between to act as a noise absorber and dampener. The
inner surface of upper engine enclosure is also lined with this fiberglass mat/lead septum material.

The design is such that by removing the existing aerodynamic fairing aft of the crew
compartment, the entire inlet duct and upper engine enclosure may be readily rmmoved for easy
accessibility.

13



7. Engine Controls and Instrumentation

Once the engine is started and has reached ground idle speed., control of its operation
is extremely simple, All accelerations and decelerations of the engine are automatically controlled
within the fuel controller. All that is necessary is a throttle quadrant mounted at the left side of
the pilot's compartment with the proper detents for ground idle. flight idle and maximum power.
This is connected to the throttle lever on the fuel controller by means of a flexible cable and conduit.

Instruments for monitoring engine performance during start and operation will be in-
stalled in the existing instrumentation panel of the Schweizer SGS-2-32 Sailplane as depicted in
Figure 3. It will be noted tham the instruments presently in use on the sailplane will remain in the
panel.

.0e
OUTS3 at.Cm.4h.

m ~ ~ ~ ~~w a a 00 f 'wf

mwp.t.

Figure 3. QRTV Instrument Panel and Radio Console

The pilot will perform the operations necessary to air crank and ignite the WR-19 engine

and will utilize the normally open momentary switches installed in the panel for these purposes.

Figure 4 contains the schematic diagram for the necessary internal wiring for the QRTV.

It was deemed advisable to provide additional information pertaining to engine operation
during the conduct of the static ground tests. Consequently, the external auxiliary instrumentation
shown in Figure 5 has been designed from which fuel supply pressure, engine vibration and very
accurate high and low pressure spool speeds may be obtained. It is anticipated that this panel will be
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The WR-19 engine is started by first air cranking the engin ,e up to a nominal ignition

speed beyond which it is self-sustaining and will accelerate to the grouind idle. The airi cranking

operation will lie accomiplishecd with an external source of comipressed -breathing" air which is pilledI
throuigh a Wier. regilator. and quiick disconnect filtting to a built-in iiikdirected ;it the high sliced
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Figure 7. Air Start Cart Schematic

Figure 7 also contains a%.schmatic of a gravity feed external fuel tank with a quick dis.
connect fitting to the WR- 19. This system is for use only during the static ground tests. Spacev and
weight provisions have been included in considerations of the QRTV for an internal fuel tank, how-
ever, the design of this system was not planned for this phase of the program.

8. Static Thrust and Exhaust Flow Instrumentation

While not a specified task in Phase 1f of the Jet Noise Reduction Program, it was
necessary to take into consideration certain aspects in the design and fabrication of the ground static
test stand, as well as the QRTV, in order to analyze and design those components specified in the
nine contractual tasks. It had been concluded early in this phase that utilization of the sailplane
transport trailer as the basic test stand structure represented the most expeditious approach. By
suspending the forward end of the trailer bed on cables arranged to restrict lateral motion and by
supporting the aft end on a low friction roller mounted in an adjustable support, the trailer bed will
be free to move in the fore and aft direction only. Restraint of this motion by a suitably positioned
load cell will provide a direct means of quiet propulsion system thrust measurement.

As discussed in Section 11-8-5, the Marnmon Clamp joints between the bifurcated exhaust
duct and the transition sections to the spanwise wing duct allow installation of a 12 inch long
1.irculir duct in each branch for exhaust gas flow instrumentation during the static ground tests. This
instrunientition. listed in Tables 2 and 3 consists of an equal area, cruciform total pressure rake with
13 probes. four peripheral static pressure taps, and five thermocouples. Dafa recorded from these
sens~ors will permit an evaluation of the exhaust gas velocities and weight flows entering each of the

16j



TABLE 2. PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION

paimetr visual Raw-*d Raw 1% Full Scale)

Exhaust Instrumentation Section

Right Branch
13 Total 0 to! 5OWN ±1%
4 Static 0 0 to ill :"1%

Left Branh
13 Total 0 0 to i oPwl ±1%
4 Staet 0 0 to g 15 pi ±1%

Engine Monitor Instrumentation

Ambient X TLE 10 to U pa 0.1%
Compressor Disew X 01t 100 pasi i1%
Ol Pump Outet X o to loo pi ±2%
Fuel X .S to SO pal ±2%
Start Bottle X TLE 0 to 3000 pio t2%
Aircrank X TLE 0 to 500Pull ±2%

NOTES:
0 - Automatic Recording
TLE - Manual Test Log Entry

TABLE 3. TEMPERATURE AND MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENTATION

PI•urlot" Visual Recorded Rag (% Full Scale)

Exhaust Instrumentation Section

Right Branch
5 Points 0 0 to 1000F" ±1%

Left Branch
5 Points 0 0 to 10O°F ±1%

Engine Monitor Instrumentation

Ambient X TLE 0 to 120OF ±1%
Exhaust Gas X 0 to 1200°F ±1%
Engine Bay

5 Points X 0 to 500F ±1%

Miscellaneous

Engine Rotnr Speed
High Pressure X TLE 0 to 55,000 rpm ±0.1%
Low Pressure X TLE 0 to 55,000 rpm ±0.1%

Engine Vibration X 85 g ±2%
System Thrust X TLE 0 to 550 lb ±1%

NOTES:

0 = Automatic Recording

TLE - Manual Test Log Entry
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spanwise wing ducts. For information to the reader these tables also list the instrumentation dis-
cussed in Section 11-B-? with the corresponding instrument range and accuracy.

C. PROPULSION ANALYSIS

I. Installed Propulsion System Analysis

The propulsion system analysis has been conducted for the purpose of determining the
internal flow characteristics from the air intake through the propulsion nozzles. The system has been
sized to insure that the WR- 19 engine will be operating on or near its design working line and an
estimate has been made of the installed thrust. Figure 8 illustrates the propulsion system station
numbering system used in the analysis.

6 ~Engine~% 5i

7
8

9

S • • Inlet Plenium \

Side View

Plan View

Figure 8. Inlet, Engine, and Exhaust System Schematic
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a. Free Stream Conditions

All performance estimates have been made assuming a standard sea level day with
no ram pressure recovery in the inlet at airspeeds below 80 knots. The nominal sea level cruise
velocity is 60 knots, requiring an engine throttle setting between ground and flight idle. The esti-
mated air capture area at this speed and throttle setting is 125 square inches which will be less than
the inlet area. The ram pressure, which will be 0.09 psia at 60 knots, is assumed to be lost in the
subsequent diffusion at the engine inlet.

b. Inlet and Inlet Duct

A screen will he placed across the inlet opening for the purpose of filtering out any
debris which might clog the microjet exhaust nozzles. This screen will be constructed of woven wire
with opening widths of 0.0317 inch. The screen solidity is specified by the manufacturer to be
42. 1 percent. The total pressure loss through the screen has been estimated according to the methods
suggested in Refereices I and 2 and is found to be approximately equal to the air stream dynamic
pressure on the upstream side of the screen.

The air will pass the screen and continue through a rectangular inlet passage having
a well rounded inlet fairing. A loss of 0.1 of the inlet dynamic pressure at station I has been assumed,
based on the work reported in Reference 3 . As the inlet Mach number is not expected to exceed
0. 123 at this station, the inlet loss between the screen and station I will never exceed 0.1 psi.

The inlet passage width will remain constant and the passage height will vary con-
linuously from the entrance to the engine face. The contraction from station I to 3 will be gradual
and the loss due to this area change has been found to be negligible. The inlet duct walls will be
lined with Rigimesh 1510 (Rayl Number 35) approximately one-half inch from the duct wall. The
surface of this material, while porous, is very smooth. Even if completely turbulent rough pipe flow
is assumed, the total pressure loss due to friction between stations I and 3 will be 0.01 psi or less at

all engine throttle settings. The contracting section of the inlet passage will cause the air to acceler-
ate to its maximum velocity at station 3. At a takeoff power setting, the Mach number at station 3
will attain a maximum value of 0.18.

The inlet duct will provide air to the engine inlet plenum, within the aircraft fuse-
lage, through a constant width, diffusing 90 degree turn. The loss for this turn (station 3 to 4) has
been estimated using the data presented in Reference 3 as a guide. There will he a 50 percent
area increase in the turn and the total pressure loss from station 3 to 4 will he approximately 60 per-
cent of the dynamic pressure at station 3. The mean Mach number of the flow at station 4 will have
been reduced to 0. 12 or less, due to the diffusion occurring between stations 3 and 4.

The air entering the plenum area in front of the engine must again turn approxi-
mately 90 degrees into the engine. It is expected that the entire dynamic head at station 4 would
Ixe lost in this turn. The computed total pressure at station 5 is, therefore, 96.7 percent of the
ambient pressure when the engine is running at its maximum rating.

The foregoing loss analysis was based on using empirically determined loss factors
tor each inle! suhcomponent, computing the loss through each component, and adding the resulting
losses. Components in series often produce a different, and usually larger, value for pressure loss
than indicated by the sum of the losses estimated for these components individually. To allow for
this possibility a total pressure loss 1 .5 times the value resulting from the Individual component
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analysis has been assumed for the quiet airplane inlet at less than maximum throttle se-ttings. lthe
total pressure !oss has been assumed to vary as the square of the itet low rate. Tito estinated inlet
total pressure ratio is shown in Figure 9 as a function of engine high pressure spool speed for all
values from ground idle (38.000 rpm) to takeoff (54.000 rpm).
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srm -annular shape at station 6 to an elliptical shape at station 7. The duct cross-ectional area has
bek designed to remain constant throughout the transition. Simultaneous with the duct shape
tr isition, the flow in each duct 3ction will be turned approximately 90 degrees toward the wing

i 'ts. The duct to be used from station 6 to 7 will be that which was employed on the Bell Jet Belt.

The total pressure loss between stations 6 and 7 will be due to the mixing of the
two initially co-axial exhaust streams, to turning the flow 90 degrees, and to wall friction through
the complicated transition region. The tests of the Serial Number I. WR-19 engine show that the
mixed total pressure of the engine running at takeoff power can be as high as 23.46 psia. Test
experience with the Jet Belt. however, indicates that with the proposed Juct arrangement the total
pressure at station 7 will be approximately 23.08 psia. A maximum duct Mach number of 0.347
exists at this station.

The ducting will make a constant area transition from an elliptical to a circular
cross-section between station 7 and 8. The flow will also be turned an additional 25 degrees aligning
it with the spanwise wing ducts. The total pressure will be further reduced by the friction losses in
this section. The total pressure is expected to be reduced to 22.98 psia as it reaches station 8.

The duct between stations 8 and 9 will transition from a circular section to an
approximate trapezoidal section which will match the shape of the wing duct. In addition to changing
shape :he duct area will increase by a factor of 1.365.

As the throttle is advanced across its full range from ground idle to maximum, the
wing duct mean inlet pressure and mean Mach number will increase from 16.07 psia and 0.140, to
22.73 psia and 0.244 respectively.

e. Spanwise Wing Ducts

The wing flow channel will initially be trapezoidal in shape and taper along the
wing span finally becoming triangular. The wing duct as described in the De'sign Section ]l-B-2 will
be lined with a stainless steel acoustical damping material known as Rigimesh PMS 15 10 which has
a Rayl Number of 35 at 3000 feet per hour. This material has a surface finish of 30 to 50 micro-
inches and is expected to produce the same pressure loss due to surface friction as a drawn tube of
similar hydraulic diameter. The exhaust gases will flow from the wing duct into the propulsion
nozzle struts at regular 1.25 inch intervals and the reduction in flow along the span of the duct will
be greater than the reduction in duct area due to taper. The net effect on the airflow is assumed to
be the same as if the air were flowing through a curved wall conical diffuser of equivalent expansion
ratio. At full power the duct total pressure may be expected to vary between 22.73 psia at the inlet,
to 22.47 at the end of the span. This will result in less than 2% difference in the airflow through the
first and last struts along the span. A mean value has been used for the wing duct total pressure in
this analysis. This mean total pressure is estimated to vary between 16.05 and 22.65 psia from ground
idle :o maximum power setting.

r. Propulsive Struts

Each propulsive strut will contain 70 small microjet nozzles with contoured inlets
.1,1d ,ipproximately 0.040 inch diameter exits. The 70 nozzles will he arvanged in line along the
trailing edge of the strut, and will he spaced one mean nozzle exit diameter apart. The geometric
exit area of the 70 holes of each strut will be approximately 0. 1 square inch. Provisions have been
made for up to 434 struts to be mounted along the wings.
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Tests have been conducted on individual struts connected to a plenum box for the
purpose of establishing their discharge coefficients. The discharge coefficient was found to vary with

the nozzle throat Reynolds number according to the curve shown in Figure 14. The aircraft propulsion
noizles exit Reynolds number is expected to vary between 5.5 x 10- and I 0 depending on engine
throttle setting and aircraft forward speled. Since the nozzles will be cortoured thle velocity co-
efficient has been awsised to be equal to the discharge coefficient. The dt'nrined dic.harge and
velocity Loeflicients have hbee replotted as a function of the high pressure spoolsi i•ed in Figurv I5
as a convenie.nce to tle reader.
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Figure 14. Nozzle Discharge Coefficient Variation with Throat Reynolds Number

The nozzle exit pressure is not expected to deviate significantly from the static
ambient value until the aircraft attains some forward speed. At the predicted cruising speed of 60
knots the local static pressure on the tipper surface of the wing, at the nozzle strut locations is
expected to he 14.56 psia on a standard sea level day.

At the ground idle. flight idle. and maximum engine settings, the nozzle exit areas
which will be required to keep the engine operating on its design working line have been computed

for /ero and 60 knots flight speeds. These points are shown in Figure 16. The required area values
differ e•atu.e the nozzle back pressure changes with forward speed and the nozzle discharge coeffi-
jient c'hanges with Reynolds number, and hence, engine throttle setting. Since it would not be

prac'li•'.• 'l to l hi.ve ;a v;aryilig exh•aslt noz/le area, ind since it has I•een showni in Reference 4 thai
the emiot. ,ill tolerate a c•.hwage o1' 1 I0 percet.l uII the design exhatust ark-r wilh little chlaoige in engiine
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434 exhaul.% struts be installed. This number should provide a good compromise exit area which will
keep the engine operating as though the propulsion nozzle exit area is within 5% of its nominal design
ivilue. The available option of using les struts or adding up to 68 struts to the wings. coupled with
the demonstrated ability of the engine to run satisfactorily at other than design point operating con-
ditions. gives the system, as designed, enough flexibility to insure that a proper match between the
engine and its exhaust system may he achieved in the test phase by merely adding or removing struts
from tl. mounting stations provided.

2. System Performance

Based on the foregoing total pre.ssure loss analysis the system pe.rformance has been
cstimated. The net thrust has been estimated at three ratings, ground idle. flight idle, and maximum.
and two speeds. 0 and 60 knots. The decrease in thrust with forward speed was assumed to IV linear
hetweevn 0 and 80 knots. The estimated thrust and drag is shown plotted on Figure 17. The maximum
speed attainable will be approximately 123 knots and at the 60 knot cruise speed the engine throttle
metting required will be between ground and flight idle. The required high pressure spool speed at
bruise will be 42.000 rpm. Table 4 contains a summary of the estimated cruise performance at sea
level.
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TABLE 4
ESTIMATED SEA LEVEL CRUISE PERFORMANCE

Flight Velocity 60 knots

High PrWaure Spool Speed 42.000 rpm

Exhaust Flow Rats 6.61 lb/sne
Exhaust Velocity (mean) 508 ft/sc
Exhaust Temperature (total) 833 OR

Fue Flow Ras 101 lb/hr

Grow Thrust 105 lb
Not Thrust 841b

The predicted cruise operating point is shown plotted on tie WR- 19 Gas Generator
Characteristics Curve in Figure 18. It has been confirmed by Williams Research Corporation per-
sonnel that the engine can operate continuously at this point and that the low pressure compressor
surge margin will be acceptable.

The estimated exhaust nozzle exit velocity is shown in Figure 19.

D. STRUCTURAL CRITERIA AND ANALYSIS

A stress analysis was made of each element of the QRTV test hardware to verify structural
integrity in a flight configuration when installed in a Schweizer SGS-2-32 Sailplane. QRTV test
hardware includes modification to the fuselage for installing the Williams Research Co. WR- 19
engine with bifurcated exhaust duct, engine air intake system, flight test instrumentation and fuel
tank. The method of support for the spanwise duct sections with microjet nozzles on the ground
propulsion test rig is based on a feasible installation in the sailplane wing. Adequate provisions
exist for wing modification and rib reinforcement.

Sailplane design criteria, loads and stress analyses were supplied by the Schweizer Aircraft
Corp. Temperatures and pressure data were obtained from the propulsion analysis summarized in
Section C.

A summary of the materials used and minimum margins of safety are presented in Tables

5 and 6.

1. Structural Design Criteria and Loads

The critical design conditions and external loads for each major componet are summa-
rized in Table 7.

The design factors of safety are shown in Table 8.
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TABLE S. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL USAGE

Mechanical and physical properties obtained from Reference 5

Maull AN" Pev 611108 "06 Cem Pmn

202'-T3 Alclad Sheet QQ-A-250j5 Engine Support Structure
4130 Steel 125 ksi Bar MIL-S-6758 Restraint (Wing Duct)
4130 Steel 90 ksi Pine MIL-S-6758 Link a-4 Tee (Wing Duct)
4130 Steel 126 ksi Sheet MIL-S-18729 Angle (Wing Duct)

Fitting (Wishbone)
4130 Steel 90 ksi Sheet MIL-S-18729 Support (Wing Duct)
2024-T4 AIlcad Sheet Q00A-25015 Structure (Wishbone)
29244T3611 Bar COOA-200/3 Fitting (Wishbone)
2024-T4 Extrusion OO-A-200/3 Structum (Wishbone).
O0M1-T4 Sheet 00-A-250/11 Stricture (Duct)
2117-T3 Rivet Struts

TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFETY

SCritled

rni n1140 COMPonen Conditimo L on i US Paew Ref.

7389430064 Restraint (Wing Duct) A+8 Pt A 4130 St. 125 ksi +2.05 40
7389-430063 Angle -Wing Duct A+1 4130 St.l 125 ksi +0.16 40
7389-430067 Support -Wing Duct A+6 A-A 4130 St. 90 ksi +0.57 41
7389430073-2 Channel E-I (Crash) Pt. A 2024-T3 Alclad +0.49 49

E-1 (Crash) Rivet Attach. AD 6 Rivets +0.20 50
7389-430073-3 Channel E-1 (Crash) Pt. D 2024-T3 Alctad +0.15 55

E-I (Crash) Rivet Attach. AD O Rivets 40.08 56
7389-430064-9 Gusset E-1 (Crash) A-A 2024-T3 Aidad +1.67 5s
7389-430079 Bracket E-1 (Crash) Rivet Attach. No. 10 Screws +0.49 59

Brg in 2024-T3
Aided

7389-430077.9 Fitting Fl. Cond. I 8-B 4130 St. 125 ksi +0.05 66
7389-430078 Fitting Fl. Cond. I C-C 2024-T3511 Bar +0.12 70
7389-430077-5 Angle Fl. Cond. I A-A 2024-T4 Extr. +0.13 64
7389430076-9 Angle 654 lb Ult. A-A 2024,T3 Alclad +0.08 66

Vert. T. L
Rivets Vert. T.L. Rivet Attach. AD 4 Rivets +0.06 83

7389430086 Stiffener Inlet Duct Mid-Point 6061-T4 +0.12 87
Pre.

36010 H Bulkhead Wishbone WL 11.52 2024-T4 Alclad +0.00 75_Load
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TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF CRITICAL DESIGN CONDITIONS AND EXTERNAL LOADS

-n PRe Codl

a.Spurweme Wing Ducts. Limit Takeoff Condition Preemre - 6.0 psi at 556OF Total arposur- 1/2 hr
Struts and nozzles im~yit Cruis Condition Premmure - 3.0 psi at 35O0 F Total exposure * 100 hr

Estimated Thrust Load -1.5 lb per strut
Flightt Maneuvering Ref. 6, Page 14

qz- +6.0.,.2.7 g
- 11.Og0

:1:2.0g9

b. Engine In"staltion Ultimate Crash Load Factors, 10.0 g forward within a 21f eme-angl, cane.
Flight Maneuvering.- sanme as a. above.

C. Wishbone Structure Ultimate Shear Load - 2853 lb applied at Fume Sta, 104.812 and reacted at
Sta. 126.195. Ref. 6 Page 47.

d. Frame at Sta. 129.189 -
Dwg. 32010H Strength low by eliminating the -7 extrusion. Made up with. a frame cap reenforce

ment and engine support structure Shear - 1427 lb.- (The replaced structure
ultimate shear force.)

e. Fuselage Shear and Bend- - 564 lb ultimate vertical tall load applied at Fume Sta. 280 at a WIL to produce
Ing Loads a fuselage torque of 25130 in.-lb. Ref. 6 Pages 21 and 22.

f. Ste, 153 Frn Shwe flows from the sanme critical condition as for fustelge shear end bending
loads.

g. Engine Inlet Limit premare of 0.70 psi at the engine face varying linearly to zero at the for.
ward inlet face to the outside.

TABLE 8. DESIGN FACTORS OF SAFETY

Facor

Yield Ultimate
Stinuctural Component (1) (2)

Pressurized Ducts and Struts
Pressure only 1.33 2.00
Combined with other loads 1.10 1.50

General Structure 1.10 1.50

NOTES:
(1) Yield Is where no permanent deflection is occurring that prevents the proper

functioning of the unit.
(2) Ultimata is where no failure occurs.
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2. Propulsive Struts

The propulsive strut assembly is shown on BAC Dwg. No. 7389430065. The strut con-
sists of an 0.032 inch thick 6061-0 aluminum alloy strut formed tothe airfoil shape with the trailing
edge nozzle holes punched and coined prior to final forming. The leading edge and tip are simply
TIG-welded, while the base is TIG-welded to an 0.032 inch thick 6061-0 aluminum alloy seal plate.
The chord is approximately 1.69 inches and internal posts are riveted with 3/32 inch diameter
211 7-T3 aluminum alloy rivets at the center of the strut to limit deflections when the strut is
pressurized.

An element test was conducted on a strut to verify structural integrity. The strut tested
had a chord of 1.50 inch instead of 1.69 inch as for the nominal strut. Three posts were placed in
the strut with 2-inch spacing, each riveted in place with a single countersunk flat-head riet, sub-
stantially as shown on the drawing of the flight-weight strut, BAC Dwg. No. 7389-430049.

The test procedure included four "tests" as follows:

(a) Cruise condition, 350OF, 3 psig
(b) 2x cruise condition, 350 0 F, 6 psig
(c) Takeoff condition, 550*F, 6 psig
(d) 1.33 x takeoff condition, 550*F, 8 psig

Each test consisted of 14 pressure cycles (I minute up, hold I minute, I minute down)
at temperature, with measurements of bulging or permanent set after 1, 4 and 14 cycles. Photos
were taken after each test.

There was no permanent set after tests (a) and (b). After tests (c) and (d), the permanent
set amounted to 0.004 inch. This amounts to a deflection of 0.0015 of the chord of the strut, for
each surface, or 0.0010 of the spacing between rivets. Any bulging was visibly imperceptible, even
on the polished strut surfaces.

The net effect on the airfoil shape of the strut is a change in t/c from 15.7% to 16%. A
2% change is considered acceptable from the drag standpoint (less than 3% change in strut drag).

Production struts may have slightly more bulging than the strut tested because:

169(a) Chord will be larger by 1.0, so (assuming zero fixity at leading and trailing edges)

deflection could be by= 1 .42, or 0.006 inch.

(b) Fixity at the trailing edge will be reduced by a factor of 2 due to the nozzles, but
since the difference between-zero fixity and infinite fixity contributes less than
half to the bulging, this change in fixity means an additional factor of 1.2 at the
most.

The increasing deflection due to both of these effects (0.007 inch) would still be less
than half of the acceptable bulging. If necessary, a reduction in gage could be considered.
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Other aspects of this test were also of interest, as follows:

(a) A minute leak was detected around the upset head of one of the rivets. This would
he acceptable from either performance or acoustic standpoints. Nevertheless, if it can be eliminated
by painting the rivets with zinc chromate before upsetting them, this would be desirable.

(b) The process of TIG-welding the tip of the strut, and the base to the seal plate,
appears to be completely satisfactory; no leaks were observed.

(c) The backup plate must have a clearance hole large enough to clear the TIG-weld
head, or else must be countersunk or chamfered.

(d) The indicated rivet placement appears to be satisfactory from an acoustic stand-
point of preventing resonance of the strut skin, without the necessity of viscoelasic damping
material. However, the cantilever resonance of the whole strut must be damped, for example, by a
viscoelastic (silicone rubber) seal to the wing skin.

3. Wing Ducts and Backup Plates

Structural details are presented on the following drawings:

Inboard - BAC Dwg. No. 7389-430055

Center - BAC Dwg. No. 7389430056

Outboard - BAC Dwg. No. 7389430057

The wing ducts and backup plates are critical for combined internal pressurization and
flight maneuvering loads. Spanwise shear, bending and torsion loadings due to flight maneuvering
are negligible in comparison with the pressurization loadings. At the attachment points, however,
inertia loads due to flight maneuvering plus pressurization loads are critical.

Condition A. Internal Pressurization

- Max. T.O. Thrust = 6.0 psi Limit

-Temp. = 550*F 1/2 hour exposure

- Ultimate Pressure= 10 psi

-Thermal growth shall be unrestrained

Condition B. Flight Maneuvering

Reference 7, page 14
17z = +5.0. -2.7 Limit load factor arbitrarily combined with

7y= ±1.0 g and i7x = ±2.0 g.
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a. Stiffening Analysis

Margins of safety are based on the stresses occurring in the inboard section since
pressurization loadingssare the highest for the largest wing duct. Loadings due to internal pressure
are calculated using a conventional strain energy method for frames with a finite element idealiza-
tion as shown in Figure 20. The internal bending moments in the stiffeners and backup plate are
shown in Figure 21.

The bottom section of each wing duct consists of 0.032 inch thick skin stiffened
by 0.040 inch thick zee section stiffeners at 5.0 inch spacing, attached by spot-welding. A formed
0. 1 25-inch thick angle is continuously welded on one flange to the skin at each end. The backup
plate is mechanically fastened to the other flange of the angle thus forming the top section of each
duct. The struts are attached th the backup plate by the strut seal plate with rivets. Material used
for all elements of the wing ducts is 6AI-4V titanium sheet.

The minimum margins of safety occurs in the stiffener with effective skin and is
calculated as follows:

0.543 'NA = 0.0M06 Mi.

Maximum moment - 150 in.-lb/in. Reference Figure 21
Stiffener spacing.- 5.0
Design moment on Stiffener 150 x 5.0

=750 in.-lb

750 x 0.543
0.00985 41200 psi

bit of flange = 0.48010.040 = 12 OCR 45000 psi Reference 5

MS. = 45000/41200-1 = +0.095

b. Attachment Analysis

The attachment loads for the inboard and center wing ducts are summarized in
this section. The center section is included because the arrangement is different. The outboard section
arrangement is the same as the inboard section with lower attachment loads due to its lighter weight

and size. Based on the critical attachment loads presented, the strength of the attachment brackets
is summarized.
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Attachment and applied load nomenclature and geornutry are shown in Figures
22 and 23 lor the inhboard andt center wclions. res••etively. Tl•al inertia loads at tIw rniter o1

gravity. thrim loud and reacting attachment loads for llw critical co.idilion.s arv shown in Figures
24 and 25.

A stre., analysis of each support bracket is presented on paps 40 to 41.

Up

Aft Outboard

Wing Sts. 71.5

Wino Sta. 64.6

5.5 Enc. d 4

3I
Wing Sta. 34.5 R 7

Enc Enososdd ArAreea5in
Wwq Sm=.I-f b
27.0 S

0.85 -

SEnclosed A rea = 58 in .2 .• .

Note:
10) The Thrust Line of Action is 5.5 in. Above Duct Top Plate
(2) Points a and b Line Along Wing Sta. 34.5 and 0.85 in. Below Duct Top Plate
(• Point c lies on Wing Sta. 64.5 on Duct Bottorn Surface

Figure 22. Inboard Wing Duct Assembly
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Up

Oatboad

Aft --- W Rt

140.3 50 lb 102 lb 16l

R - 37 47,2  311 lb
Allow"abl (950 lb

Figure 24. Inboard Wing Duct Attachment Loads - Condition A and B

UP

Outboard

Aft

255 lb
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Point.(b) - Drawing No. 7389-430064 on inboard duct.

Material - 4130 steel 125 ksi.

0.35 in. Allowable P is based on the bending strength of Section A-A.

"A.l�~ (0.30)4 =.0.000398 in.'
P /0.000398 \•

0Allowable moment = 125,000 0.15 ) 332 in-lb0.30 Dig. 01

Allowable P = 332/0.35 - 948 lb
Applied P - 311 lb Ref. Figure 24

M.S. -948 -1 -+2.05
311

Point (c) - Drawing No. 7389-430068 and 7389-430066 on inboard duct sinile shear link.

No. 10 screw and 0. 100 in. thick 4130 steel plate 90 ksi.

.0n Allowable P is based on the strength of Section A-A.• 0.209 in.

DiA. Hole A = (0.750 - 0.209) 0.10 = 0.0541 in. 2

Eccentricity at load 01 = 0.05 in'

2

Applied P - 145 lb, Ref. Figure 24.

-- & 0.75 ft - 145/0.0541 - 2670psi
145(0.05)6f a = 8050psi
0.541 (0.10)2

SMS.- 70,000, - +H.igh

(2670 + 8050)i

Point (a) - Drawing-No. 7389-430063 on both inboard and center ducts.

Max. bending moment = (245 x 60) + (126 x 0.55) - 216.5 in.-lb (Ref. Figure 24).

The angle clip, 4130 - Heat treated to 125,000 psi, has a thickness of 0.10 with 0.60 in. and 0.55 in.
eccentricities.

6M 6(216.5)
fb ( - .4009 ) 107,500psibt2 0. 19) (0.F~

M.S.= (125/107.5)-1 = +0.16
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Point Itc) - Drdwing No. 7389-430067 on center duct.

Material: 4130 Ftu = 90 ksi

W P a 155.4 lb (Ult.), Ref. Figure 25.

R, = P/2 J2.075 + 3.1751/(3A147 x 0.707)

((A I R2  R, = 1. 108P- Ax ., R P 11/2 +/12 -0.707 (1.108)] = 0. 166P

P' P2 'A t !'- .70

P1/2 twtO.1O MA.A = R 2 Q'=0.166(055.4WI.70)=43.8in.-Ib(Ult.)

b = 0.65-0.19 = 0.46 in.

-, 6(43.8)/(0.46 x 0.102) = 57,200 psi

M.S. = 9 -1 . +0.57
57.2

4. Engine Installation

Alterations to the fuselage and additional structure must be incorporated in the
Schweizer SGS 2-32 Sailplane to provide support for the Williams Research Co. WR-19 Jet Engine
Installation. To accomplish this, it is necessary to remove the tipper ftuselage cowling (Fuse Sta. 129
to Sta. 153) and to add structural channel cross members, brackets, shear decks and gussets to sup-
port the engine. Mounted at three points, the engine attachment is a determinate configuration
allowing unrestrained expansion of the engine and duct system.

Based on the load factors specified in Table 7 for the engine installation, two conditions
are critical at the three engine support points. A unit load solution for inertia loads applied at the
engine c.g. and the ultimate loads for the two critical conditions (designated conditions E I and E2)
are summarized in Figure 26 and Table 9.

The two aft engine mount points are supported by 2024-T3 Alclad channel section
brackets riveted together to form vertical plane truss members which in-turn are attached by screws
to 2024-T3 Alclad channel section cross fuselage beams. Assuming the truss members to be pin
ended, the truss transfers the forces as axially loaded members to both cross fuselage channels to be
beamed to existing fuselage frames. The forward attachment fitting is supported at the midpoint of
the forward cross ship channel. Load restraint is provided at this point in the vertical direction only.
Resulting vertical load at this point is beamed to both ends concurrently with loads introduced by
the two aft mount fittings. The riveted attachment of beams to frames is analyzed for a fully fixed
end condition. Figures 27, 28 and 29 show the fuselage engine support structural arrangement in-
cluding drawing numbers of major parts. The internal load distribution, critical sections, stresses
and minimum margins of safety are summarized in Section (a) through (c).
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Ste. Ste.
121 in. 129.96 in.

Sta. CR

128.06 in.

l iaMy I' I S
,. (F,,l M, . ii i i Is

CF . C.. MG EngijY'R S.L. 0 in.

Sta. Pan ViwiV/

Sta. 129.96
Sts. 113 in. 12&0 -in

119.3Win.

Sta I -- *S)

*11&39 in. X L. 18.5nin.I- ~n.XM ýWL*17.71 in.
W.L 17 in. xI

Z (up)

= W. 11.1 in. I
CFFdMount Point)

Sta.
121 in. W. L. 5in.

Side View

Figure 26. Engine Mount Schematic
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TABLE 9. SUMMARY OF ENGINE ATTACHMENT LOADS

LOWd _ _C AlCL _ _R•i Con) xF y• zF x• y x. yR z
FUl~ d F~ L~ L ZL LR Y6  ZR

X = I lb -.0182 -0.5000 o0.0441 -0.5000 0.0• 1
V 1 lb #0.1439 .1.000 -. 1439 -. 1439 10.1439
Z = I lb -0.2121 -0.3940 -0.3940
Mx 1 in. lb -0.0758 +0.0758
My, 1 in. lb -0.1116 +0.0558 +0.058
Mz - 1 in. Ib .0.0756 -0.0758

Cond. E1•
X - 1400 6 2-123.48 .7gb +61.74 -700 +61.74
Y - 210 lb 1 +30.22 -210 -30.22 -30.22 +30.22

-z
STotal .123.486 -M.7 210 31.52 -730.22 +91.90

Cond. E2
X - 210 lb - -18.52 .105.0 +9.26 .105.0 +9.26
Y - 140 lb . +20.15 -140 .20.15 -20.15 +20.15
Z - 1120 lb +237.55 4441.28 .441.28iji -z- -1-o,

Total +219.03 -84.86 -140 +430.39 -125.15 4470.69

NOTES:
(a) Force and Moment Signs are Positive as shown. (Right Hand Rule)
(b) Conditions of Restraint: (See Sketch)
W(c Condition El: Crash; E2 Flight Maneuvering
(d) IG Wgt of Engine and Support Accessories

Up

Fwd

Left Directions
-L • of Mount

Point Restraint

CF4
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Up

+Z ..

+Y

CR +XLeft

92 Ib Fwd

730 Ib CL

210 lb

79.S32 6.9 in.

269 in.

I
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Up

IC ' +Y

CR Loft
Fwvd

125 Ib 471 Ib

70 Ib1
85 Ib 1430 Ib

12.80 Ib/N%.

70 Ib

S•. 10.55 Win

225 Ib .

Figure 29. Summary of Fuselage Engine Support Loads
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(a) Support Installation - Lower Fuselage Sta. 129.189 - Drawing No. 7389-430073.

-2 Channel
Condition: El (Crash) is critical
Material 2024-T3 alclad QQ-A-250/5 Ref (5)

Ftu - 60,000 psi
e - 36,00o0ps

Rivet AtU t
•,•638 Ib - W,

1051b 638Ib" W2
M 7.9 (2101 " 1669 Ib

SRivet Attahent (Beamn End)

q 'b! 19.6 in. 574 Ib

1.0 in. *n.

r-E-
F 3- IV71 in. A - 0.2125 in.2

2 In. e - -. " 0.9529 in.

Sketch of the -2 channel as shown above does not show the riveted end attachment of the beam
to the existing glider structure. The beam end rivet pattern provides end fixity for which the rivet

pattern must be designed. Maximum B.M. and fixed end moments are calculated here. (Ref. 9).

Fixed end moment at Point "A":

22

WMa~b 1  W2 a2 b2  M 2
A 2 4a 2 -3a 2 "2

638(6.4)19.62 638(19.6)6.42 1659 4 x 26 x 19.6 -309.61) - 26 2

262 262 262

-3593 in.-lb.
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2-

Wla~bIWlaibI+M_

W, a,b, W2 a2b 22 4m 2a 2 -a
"MB ""• 2  " +- (22% -3aQ)

1659
-2320 - 758 + - (2 x 26 x 19.6 -3 x 19.62) u -3405 in.-b

Peak moments along the channel will occur at Point- "C" or **D."

2 2 2
W~alb, WbI W2 2b2

MC + 4 2 g3 (3u, +bl)a, + R"

- £b (3a 2 +b 2 )a, + 2 (49a- 3a2 2)

6-Q0- (a2 - a2 )a,

638(6.4)19.62 638(19.62)
MC = 262 26' (3 x 6.4+ 19.6)6.4

638(19.6)6.42 638(6.42) (3 x 19.6 + 6.4)6.4
262 263 (6

i + 1 659

1659

6 (19.6 x 26- 19.62) 6.4 -874 in.-lb
263

(-)MD 2320 - 3392 + 753 - 620 + - (42%a - 3a2 -R.2)

2
6-M (a., - a2 ) a2

1659
= -934+ - (4x26x 19.6-3x 19.62-262)

262

1659
-6 165 (19.6x 26- 19.62) 19.6 -1814 in.-lb.

(+)MD = -1814+ 1659 -155 in.-lb.
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Bending at Point "A" on -2 Channel:

BMmax, 3593 in.-lb at Point "A"

b!3593 (0.9529)
fb (compression) OA 01415 .24,200 psi

Ref. Figure 170.04. I. I - Pap 170.04. 1-3 or Ruf. 8.
bw 1.95 tw 0.050

b" 0.725 . 2.69 tf= 0.050 - I Kr 0.895

K~v2 qE ~ 2 0.895 V2x1. x1'1
Tcr - 1(2i0 ) -t2(x10.32) x (050) 39,242 psi.

39,242 > Fcy a 36,000 psi

M.S. = 36, , +0.49
24,200

Analysis of Riveted End Attachment of -2 Channel (AD6 Rivets - Six Required)

0.9 in:.-- 1.6 in.

P M

D POD-l 1in. -

2' 3 ,PD 0 P

7389-430073-3 AfqlagJ2024-T4 Alcled

Bulkhead 0.040 in. t

0.9(2) + 2.5(2)y 1. = .13 3 in .
6 709

PD (Direct Shear/Riv.) = 118 b.
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- ------------

RY Z2 Y Y/ r2,Z2+Y2 r PM

1 0.5 0.25 -1.133 1.2837 1.5337 1.2364 661 lb
2 -0.5 0.25 -1.133 1.2837 1.5337 1.2364 561 lb
3 -0.5 0.25 -0.233 0.0643 0.3043 0.5616 250 lb
4 -0.5 0.25 +11.367 1.8687 21187 1.4556 OS0Ib
5 0.5 0.25 +1.367 1.8667 .1187 1.4566 OS0Ib
6 0.5 0.25 -0.233 0.0643 0.3043 0.5516 250 lb

7.9134

Moment Reacted Through Bolt Pattern = 3693 in.-lb.
M r 3593 r ,

Pm (Shear/Riv. Resulting From M) = -() T.-934 "454 rlb.

Maximum Resultant-Measured Graphically - Is at No. I and No. 2 /

670 lb at Each.

Allowable Single Shear - AD6 Rivets = 862 lb

All Brg. of AD6 in -2(0.050 in)Aiclad Channel

121,000 .(955) - 11!50 lb.
100,000

All Brg. of AD6 in Existing 0.040 in. Bulkhead Web

119,000
0000(764) -, 910 lb.

100,000

Shear Strength Correction Factor = 0.933 (Ref. Table 8.1.2. 1(b) of Ref. 5).

862(0.933)
Min. M.S. at No. I and No. 2 -670 I = +0.20670

(b) Shear Deck Installation Engine Mount - Drawing 7389-430084 (-3 Channel) (Fwd.)

Determination of fixed end moment, Bo moments and reactions on -3 channel for 2 conditions
(Ref. 9):

W, - 730 Ib W3 - 670 1b

W2"124lb.. iCondition 
E- I

D (Crash)SO A B C

a2 =14.5. 5 in. --...- '.b 2 214.35in.--.--m•

=s in. b -21.35 in.

d8 & 21.35 in. w-ab 3 -. 1 R2
R, Q -• =29.1 in. i.
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2
WW, bW Wib,

•Rj = 23 2 ! (3a, +b3)

730(21.352) 124 670(7.752)"w 29.13 (3 x 7.75 + 21.35).- -2 (3 x 21.35 + 7.75)29.1' 2 2-9.1'

+ 657 lb.
2 2

Wnan W2 +W a,R 22 -3 ( b , + a t) "- 1 "- 3 (3 b 3 + a 3

730(7.752) 124 670 ( 21(352)
"" + 2.(3 x 7.75 + 21.35) -7+618 lb.291 29.13

2 2

M, Wialbi - W2  W3a3b3 730(7.75)21.352 124(29.1)
= 2 8 2 29.12 8

670(21.35)7.752
+ 29.12 3609 in.-lb

2 2

M2 Wlal b, W7£ + W3 a b3 730(7.752)21.35 124(29.1)
f2 8 22 29.12 8

670(21.352)7.75 S3449 in.-lb29.12

2 2
Wl alb W, bl

MA 12 + Q- (3a, +b,)a, ---(4a, 2)

2 2
W3a3b3 W3 b3R= + £---3- (a3 + b3) al

730(7.75) (21.35 2) 730(21.35 2)
212+ 29.' 3 x 7.75 + 21.35) 7.7529.12 29.13

670 670(21.35)7.752 670(7.752)
- 4 x 7.75 - 29.1) + (3 x 21.35
829.13

+7.75) 7.75 + = + 1358 in. lb
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aI• W-af alb J -W,(b 2 -,)

R +i3 13a, + bl) j W 2 1W2 QS

(3.4a, •) W3 a3b3
+2 O3(a3 +b3)a

730(7.75)21.352 730(21.353 )

29.12 29. (3 x 7.75 + 21.35) 14.55

S- .7.29. I)..670(21.35)7"7S2S730( 14.55- 7.75). L4( .5.q,.7Qj3).S

29 127

670(7.752)+ -29.13 (3 x 21.35+ 7.75) 14 .5= +1416 in..lb.

Mc Wial, WI bf
mc R3 J + (3a, +bl)a 3 .W,(a .a,)

8 31 4)W 3 a3 b Wb

OR 4a3 ) - + 3 a3 + b3 )a 3

730(7.75)21.352 730(21.3S)
29.12 -- (3-29,13129. 13 -- (Q x 7.75 + 21.35) 21.35

- 730(21.35- 7.75). (3 x 29.4 -4 x 21.35)-
29.12

670(7.752)i
6 1 3 x 21.35 + 7.75) 21.35 - +1356 in.-Ib.

29.13 - ~

W,-1251b Wt 219 Ib W3 -85Ib

Condition: E2(Flight Maneuvering)

"s, 7.75 in b -- 2135i

& 45i - 1. b. = 14.55in._m

R, •29.1 in.-------. R2
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2

W, b+ W2 w
2 Q3

R• -•--•J• +l)2 .- j-- 3a,+b)

125(21.352) 219 85(7.752)
S29.13 (3 x 7.75+ 21.35)+----+ 2 (3 x21.35+7.75)

103+110+ 15 +228 lb.

22
R2  at +)+ W+ (3-33+aJ3)

125(7.752) 219 85(21.352)29.13 (3x21.35 + 7.75) +-+ (29.13 3 x 7.75 + 21.35)

"20+ 110+70 = +200lb.

2 2, 1albi +W 2 + W3a3 b3  125(7.75)21.352 219(29.1)
Q2  3 22 29.12 8

85(21.35)7.752
+ 521 + 797 + 129 1447 in.-Ib.

29.12
2 2
2Wla b, W2Q W3 a3 b3 125(7.752)21.35 219(29.1)

M, 8 29.12 8

85(21 .352 )7.75+ 189 + 797 + 355 1341 in.-Ib.
29.12

2 2-- W~a, b, Wtb, .

MA -Wi +-. (3a, +bl)at + (4a, -Q)

22
W3 a3 b3  W3 b3  125(7.75)21.352W- a +b -+ (3a 3 +b 3 )a, = 291

Q2 23 29.12

125(21.352) 219
+ 29.13 (3 x 7.75 + 21.35)7.75 + 8-(4 x 7.75 - 29. 1)

85(21.35)7.752 85(7.752 )
+ (3 x 21.35 + 7.75) 7.75

29.12 29.13

-521 +799+52+ 129+115 = +316in.-Ib.
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MB -, •ah

"M3 u + • 13a, +bl)a 2 -WI (a2 -a)
82

WW3 3 b3a2 +b)a
+L2(4 x!-- 2) - + '-(3a--- + a3

125(7.75)21.352 125(21.352)
" 29.12 29.+ - (3x 7.75+ 21.35) 14.55299 29.13

1 2504~.55-7.75 t ýL- (4 x-22- 19.1)-_8(l35772
8 2 29.1285(7.752)752

+ 85(7.752) (3 x 2"1.35 + 7.75) 14.55 = -521 + 150029.13

- 850+797-129+ 216 = +1013 in.-Ib.

2 2-Wta~b, Wlb, _
MC I £a +W1 -. (3a, +b 2 )a3 -W1 (a3 -al)+! (32-4a3)

R3 8
2 2W~a363 W363

.2+•--'T- (3a, + b,) a3

- 125(7.75)21.352 125(21.352) + 21.35) 21.3529.12 + . .. (3 x 7.75 +2.5 13
29.12 29.13

- 125 (21.35- 7.75)+ 2 (3 x 29.1 -4 x 21.35W

85(21.35)7.752 85(7.752)2. + (3x 21.35 + 7.75) 23.35
29.12 29.13

-521 + 2202-1700 + 52-129 + 318 = +220in.-lb.

Analysis of -3 Channel

A 0.2315 in.2  
Material: 2024-T3 Alclad QQ-A-250/5

1 1.267 in. in.0.040 (Ref. 5) Ftu = 60,000 psi
'NA 0.1456 in.' in. Fy= 36,000 psi

2.0 in.

0.050in.5
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am (m~ax) 3009 in.-h (~at point "R"), Rcf. Pape 39.
3W()(1.267)

'0 1.56" 31.400psi N0.1456

tw bw 2'- 0.05 1.95•!1 "I=="2.69
tf bf 0.75- 0.025 0.725

Kf 0.9 (Ref. 8, Figure 170.04.1-1)
S0.9 13 71lO.5xO X 0.06\ ,

'0.o9r 12 ( 0 - 10' (.\ 0.025 40,623 psi

ocr > FCy ( 36,000)

M.S. I -I= +0.15
31,400

Analysis of Riveted End Attachment of-3 Channel

' ~~R =770 ib .-.

I Condition E-1

3 Ch-17 Clip

1.2

Direct Show/FRivet -- q 110 Ob
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Z~y 5 . \

y =- 1- 0.833
6 6

M 3609 in.-lb (Moment Reacted through Rivet Pattern)

657
Direct Shear/Rivet = 6 110 lb.

Z2y2No. 2 Z y I 1 Z 2 1 am

2 -0.6 0.36 0 -0.833 0.6038 1.0539 1.0266 667 Ib
3 2 0.6 0.36 0.85 40.017 0.00029 0.3603 0.02 390 lb
4 -0.6 0.36 1.65 +0817 0.6675 1.0275 1.0137 60 lb
5 40.8 0.36 1.65 +0.817 0.6675 1.0275 1.0137 659 Ib
6 +0.6 0.36 0.85 +0.017 0.6675 1.0275 1.0137 390 Ib

I y -5.00 5.5506

P. (Shear Resulting from M ,) ) 5
T=5.5506

Maximum Resultant - Measured Graphically - is at No. I or No. 2 = 770 lb.

Allowable Single Shear/AD6 Rivet = 862 lb.

Allowable Brg. of AD6 in 0.050 in. Ga of -3 Channel or -9 Gusset

131,000
= 955 x - = 11551b.

100,000

"Shear Correction Factor = 0.970 (Ref. Table 8.1.2. 1 (b) of Ref. (5)).

M.S. =862(0.970) I +0.08.
770
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Analysis of -9 Gusset

A

Matema: 2024-T3 Alidad I

Ref (1)

3/ II

"0 
II

397%~ J!

-3 han el .25inr --4o.B

1 l.257



S/

SECTION A-A

I 0.050(4.8)2
S=_= 0.192 in.3

y 6

BM=i660(2)1.25+(387+390)1.2 = 2575 in.4b.
S2575

"" =. 19 13,40Pi.

4.8 in.
Inter-rivet buckling stress hetween rivets at No. 3 and No. 4:

S . ,n (Ref. (10)- page ('7.14, Figure ('7.19)

P (Rivet Spacing) 0.8
t fShect t) 0.050

F (Inter-RivetBuckling Stress) 35,800 psi

35,800
M.S. ---- I +1.67

13,400

(0) Support Installation-Engine - Drawing 7389-430079

Analysis: Bracket 7389-430079-9 Attachment to Channiel No. 7380-430084-3.

Bracket
736S43001B

F li &VWpsiFbru' 127 p

2024-73

730,lb o t.al (35l\ac 0

=0W i.05Aided3Ail
0042501 ~tu 00-A-2=4~

SI •. '.1~~ ~~~ -- lin. • a7 ro m AND 103 0Ex.

i ~ ~ 06 •in. No. 10 in.m 4 l II 78407-1 aei42 4 "W

i~~ ~ ~ ~~ e C,- lipj789408.
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Maximum resultant load on above scrws, (solved graplhkilly) a I015 lb

Allowable Brg. on 7389-430079-9 Bracket - 127.000(0.190)0.063 a 1517 lb

Allowable S. Shear on No. 10 Screws a 2126 lb

Allowable Brg. of No. 10 on 7389-430079-I I Clip -, 108,000 (0.190) 0.094 - 1930 lb

Allowable Brg. of No. 10 on 7389-430084-3 Channd - 121,000 (0.190)0.050 " 1147 lb

1517
Min. M.S. --- 1 -+0.49

1015

Condition: E-1 (Cr.) /

Assup:a that all Mom r.-sulting from transfer
of 2l? 0?b a the 4 No. 10 Screws:

M = 2,; • ,(.945) - 1675 in.4b.

Another vertical component = 670 - 32
638 lb Tension. This equals 158 .b/

210b attachment point.

7.945 in.

.3 BrnK• f

202Q4-T3 ALC. 15 R 610 Ib
00-A8-25015/5 I f, I

F 3 i 63000msui I .

_ I_ I

3,Lb 1 538 b

53 Ib 53 Ib

5 lb
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r2 2
y Y1 YJI a 8l 21• + t21r

1 - 0.6715 04509 1.00 0.50 0.25 0.7009 0.8372
2 4.188 0.8595 0.7387 0 0.50 0.25 0.9887 0.9943
3 1.437 0.7635 0.5829 0 4.50 0.25 0.8329 0.9126
4 1.437 0.7635 0.5829 1.00 0.50 U.25 0.8329 0.9126

12.68 1 1 2.00 1 - 3.39A4

.'7y- 0.6715 0.'.5-0
210 Mr

Direct Shar/Rivet -- 53 tb Mom Shear -
4 Z

Moment
No. Shear

1 420 lb
2 496 lb
3 455 lb
4 455 lb

Maximum resultant shear is at No. 4 and * 620 lb (solved graphically).

Allowable S. Shear on No. 10 screws = 2126 lb.

Allowable Brg. of No. 10 on 0.050 in. ga 7389-430073-2 Channel
i =9 5/(121\•u

-955( ) 1150.

1150
Min. M.S.=- - I +0.85.620

5. Fuselage Modification

The Wishbone Structure required a replacement redesign becautse of interference with
the WR-19 engine and exhaust duct installation. This structure is designed to carry the unbalance
load from the wing for a critical wing roll condition. The design load for this structure is shown in
Table 7.

Due to the upper cowl removal described in Section 11, paragraph D.4, a redistribution
or shear flow must be determined for the aft side of bulkhead at Fuselage Station 153. The re-

•, sulting shear flow values are not critical by comparison with values shown in Reference 6; con-
sckiuntlly no analysis is made in this section. Modification to the upper portion of bulkheads at
Sutaionl I53• ull 154.37 are required because of the ulpper cowl removal.

The lower engine enclosure between Fuselage Stations 153 forward to Station 129.189
in conjunction with the shear deck installation shown on BAC Dwg. No. 7389-430086 forms a
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closed section with the existing fuselage 0.025 inch thick skin. A bending and shear analysis is made
in this region to determine fuselage skin and engine enclosure shear flows.

The Wishbone replacement structure consists of two ttiangular truin type structural
members which are symmetrical about the fuselage center line (extending between Fuselage Station
126.195 and a cron ship structural beam which is centered at Fuselag: Station 108.653). The chord
inemb•r3 of both trusses are made up of 2024-T4 angle extrusions. Exisling longeron ntmhers
form one boundary of these structures. Attached to the angle extrusions is an 0.040 inch 2024-T4
Alclad web riveted on all sides. The crossm ip beam centered at Station 108.053 cons.sts of two
I in. x I'/4 in. x 0.125 in. 20244r4 extruded angles. "'he 0.040 inch truss web exteMds f•rward and
is trimmed to such a configuration as to form a weh for the: cross ship built up beam nmeiber. *17he
web is riveted to these angle%. Forces applied by the truss members to the built tip cro"s beam are
beamed laterally and reacted by existing sail plane structure.

a. Truss Installation - Wishbone Structure Replacement Jet Noise Redutwion
Drawing 7389-430077

man¶

iini., u."nib

!..1

"su a MOW.-



Appi~it- 
FNA

5.5 in. 12 in. 055 in. 4.13 in. 1.8461 In. ?.730 in'4

o in. 1.28 in. 0.89 in. 4.96 in. 2.0713 in. 2.7098 ir.

13 in. 1.38 in. 127 in. 5.89 in. 2.2981 in. 4.1003= In.4

15 in. 1.42 in. 1.4 6.37 in. 2.4061 in. 4.95102 in.4

Section at D- 15 in.

B.M. 15(1427) - 21,400 in.-lb

INA = 4.951 in.4

y (to compression edge) = 3.9639 in.
-21,400 (3.9639)

fb (maximum compression) -, = -17,100 psi.
4.951

b 1.0-0.047
-uT -1 0 =10.100 O.94

Ref. Figure 80.04.2-5 of Ref. (8), Page 80.04.2-4.

Material of 7389-430077-5 Angle is 2024-T4
Spec: AND 10133-1002 and QQ-A-200/3 (extrusion).

Fcy = 34,000 psi (flange allowable)

34,000
M.S. I =-+0.99

17,100

Section at D = 9 in.

B.M. 9(1427) 12,830 in.-lb.

INA 2.7098 in.4

y (to compression edge) = 4.95 - 2.0713 = 2.8787 in.
-12,830(2.8787)

fb (maximum compression) = 2.7098 = -13,580 psi. j
Flange dimensions are same as above " F will be used as allowable stress.CY

34,000
M.S,. -- I =+1.51

13.530
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ADSRIw suip.x 1. Oin.

Shear of 2143 lb is rea•ted in rivets along I 5 in.

2143
23-- - 143 h/in.
I5

S. Shear/Rivet = 388 x 0.996 = 386 lb.

All brg. of - in. Rivet on 2024-T4 Alclad
32

119,000119,000 (636) - 758 lb
100,000

386
M.S. - - I -+1.70.

143

Calculating the Structure as a Truss:

.Web 15
2024-T4
Alclad

• 'MAD5 Moim Wis 2024-T4 Extrusion
ISP ,, I in. / Angle is738930077o-5

I~~~~~~ Ib +, 1427 "I-"b " "4-+• .- _.

Existing +

Structure :P__--_-.,._ -_

63 SOW Ib
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I

Section Acro(K A-A

Arca = (I' + 0.906)0.094 + 0.040(l) 0.219 in. 2

P 6000
.0- i--. 27.400 psi.

0.9r3 ..L "a cr (Re. (8). F:igure 90.02.3.1-S) = h-- 1 2 t

T 0.094 2e-
0.435 x2 x 10.3 x 106 0,04 2 =

12(0.91) 0.9S3 Cy 40

34,000 . + 0.24
27,400

Check of Rivet Spacing - Web to Above Angle:
Fir (Inter-Rivet Buckling Stress) - T02 Et

(p/0.580)

(for clamped ends - Ref. (10)

Equ. C7.22 Page C7.12 - See Fig. C7.19.

Page C7.14 for Fir plotted).

Fir (Ref. Figure C7.19 - Page C7.14 of Ref. (10) at t 0.040 and SP. at I in. 31,000 psi.

3 1,000
M.S. = 1I =+0.13.

27,400

7389.43077-2 7389-43077-3
PR = 3501

=5M004 19.5) 2854(3.5)
L= PR 29.50 29.50

0.-°: 5800lb= 3840-339= 3501 Il.

2950 21 1427
I b 19.50 in. PL PR = Shear/AN4 Bolt (each end)

I-f------Smm 2 2 3501

i Ship = 3501 = 17501b.
3.5 in. 2

All S. Shear/AN4 Bolt = 3681 lb.

All Brg. of 1/4 inch bolt in 0.125 in. t angles

1427 119,000(1/4) 0.125 =3720 lb.
A Alb . 3681

M.S.= - -I =+l.lO
0- M 1750

= 3501
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FExisting Angl (t -0.125)

Maximium B.M. in beam consisting of 2 angles and 0.040 in web = 3501(5.25) - 18.400 in.-Ih.

S1.25

I in.

5.42 in.-

I 1.04(5.423) 0.875(5.173) 0.125292) 3.4635 in.4NA 12 12 12

18,400(2.71)
rb 8,44~27l)= ±14,430fb = 3.4635

b, 0.9375 07---- "'---- = 0.797 ---- I
1.1875

K21 2iE t2 0.315,m 10.3x 10' 0.325 ',
12(0 -0.32) 12(1 -0.32) (T.9375)

52,13 psi•> FC, = 34,000

M.. 34,0001 +1.5M.S.=2~2 ------ = .5
14,430
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Fitting- 73804300774

O 125 In. 2M Ki.

0O-A 13 kL Material is: 4130 Steel

~1.37- Spec: MIL-S-18729
M 0.5 HT 125.000 pui

ANS BOlt

2 Bolts AN4

1427 lb

1427(2.35)Max. bolt load is at Bolt No. 2: P " 4 2 3420 lb

(2.35 - 1.37)

Bolt load at Bolt No. I = 3420 - 1427 - 1993 lb

Allowable Single Shear/AN4 Bolt = 3680 lb.

3680M.S. = . I =+ 0.08
3420

Fbru(4130 Steel) = 194.000 psi

3240
~br 103,500 psifbr ='0.25(0.125) =

194,000
M.S. = 140 = + 0.87

103,500

Section at B-b

0.125(0.93 - 0 .2 5 3)
INA 12 0.00743 in.*

BM = 1.37(1427) = 1955 in.-lb

1 955(0.45)fb = 0.0074 = 118,800psi
0.00743

125,000
M.S. 118 0- 1 = +0.05.118,800

7389-430077-7 GUSSET ATTACHMENT

The rivet attachment of the -4 Web and -7 gusset to the structural members (consisting
of I1 3/16 rivets) shall be made good to transfer the 1427 lb fitting load and its resulting moment
due to its transfer to the rivet pattern controid.
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Gusme
738943007-7RVAltent -927 lb

M is 20,T

xx

R'

No. X Xl 1 Xl Y Yl Yl2 r2  r

1 0 -1.37 1.876 0 -0.493 0.243 1.0-9 1.46

2 0.64 -0.73 0.533 0 -0.493 0.243 0.776 0.581
3 1.28 -0.09 0.008 0 -0.493 0.243 0.251 0.501
4 1.92 0.55 0.303 0 -0.493 0.243 0.546 0.7,9
5 2.56 1.19 1.416 0 .0.493 0.243 1.659 1.288
6 3.20 1.83 3.348 0 0).493 0.243 3.591 1.895
7 0.34 •.1.03 1.061 0.79 0.297 0.088 1. 149 1.072

'• 1.30 .0.07 0.005 0.65 0.157 0.025 0.030 0.173
9 0.55 -0.72 0.518 1.48 0.987 0.974 1.492 1.221

10 1.29 .0.08 0.006 1.33 0.837 0.700 0.706 0.840
11 1.92 0.55 0.303 1.17 0.677 0.468 0.761 0.872

15.10 5.42 13.080

SX-15.10/11 =1.37 V ,5.42/11.=0.493 r2 = X2 + YI2
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142
PD (Direct Load/Rivet) =130 lb

at ivt N. aM at CG(ro) = 5490 (1.995) ~76lPmatrve o.6 Er, 13.080 76l

M at cG 3.85 (1427) a5490 in. lb

Maximum rivet load is at No. 6 (solved graphically) z927 lb

Allowable Single Shear of' DD-6 a I1180 lb
Allowable lBrg. of 311lb in. rivets ini (.040 in + .063 in.)

2024 -T4 Alclad Sheets
704(119) 1203 (125)

100 100
M. .10-I -1+ 0.27M..ý927

PF""s -Nm O7S4nw
IMF UWmW W mT-ftH I W 4MA4W F,, IWVd

aL
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MUN LambWs P) as o.. Mzie ue

solt x X x12 y VI V2 r2 r P

1 0 .1.86 3.46 2.50 1.25 1.56 5.02 2.24 803
2 0 .1.86 3.46 1.25 0 0 3.46 1.86 665
3 0 .1.86 3.46 0 1.25 1.56 5.02 2.24 803
4 3.72 +1.86 3A6 0 1.25 1.56 6.02 2.24 803
5 3.72 +1.86 3.46 1.25 0 0 3.46 1.86 665
4 3.72 +1.86 3.46 2.50 125 1.56 5.02 2.24 803

11.16 7.50 27.00

- 11.16 7.50 ,2 x2
X -- 1.86 V-- - 1.25 +

6 6

11.16 7.50
-6 -1.86 -=1.25 r 2 x +y2

PM (Moment load due to MZ) - Me 9660r ' 358rI•rI 27.00
4200

PT (Tensile load in each bolt at No. I and No. 6) = 2=0895 lb
2(.65 x 2/3 + 1.25)

S~~2.50 in. •

Mwa p Ib/in. 1 .2 895 Ib Tension (Each Bolt)
476 Ib per Bolt (6 Places)

No. 75 No. 66 0.20 in.

This Distribution Represents
Bearing of Fitting against
Adjacent Structure

Max p Wbfin. - 4200 2
2(1.65x 2/3 +1.25) 1.65 2 41b

= 1002 lb/in.
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SECTION AT ('-C

The bolt tensile load at No. I and No. 6 will fan out at 90' from the holt C to Section C-C. The
flange length at C-C assumed to carry each tensile bolt load = 1.0 in (See sketch below).

Due to restraint resulting from clamping action of bolt head and nut, the bolt tension shall be applied
at a point designated as pt. "a" (see sketch).

1.0!

SM 1.0 B CC a896 (0.334)

- 2913 in. 1b.IlI

N A 1(0.00) 0.00
V 6

298

fb 2 56,000 psi
0.00665

Brg. stress of bolt on fitting due to 1230 lb load
!1230fb230 = 24,600 psi

0.25 (0.2)p
Apply the 1230 lb as A at Section C-C to combine with the bending stress

1230+ft =±56,000+ - =56,000+6150=+62,150psi
1. (0.2)

70,000
M.S. = -I = +0.12.

62,150
2853

Brg. stress at bolt No. 7 = = 40,700 psi
0.375 (0.187)

=r1'09,0001]
M.S. o- ' -I = + 1.68

b. Fuselage Shear Aft of Fuselage Sta. 153.0
pl

BULKHEAD GEOMETRY - AFT SIDE OF BULKHEAD FUSE STA. 153

REFERENCE: Drawing 32042 G
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I

All longerons 2024.T4 AL.AL. Fixtru.sions
All Skin 0.020 in. t 2024-T 3 Alclad
c.s. represents effective skin - subscripts repre.snt location.

SHEAR CENTER LOCATION - AFT SID) OF FUSE STA. 153

EIX,+E2 12 X2 +E3 13 X3  ... EnlnXn

E,11 + E2 12 + E33 ....... l'nln

To closely approximate the I and X o(f the skin portion of the structure• an equivalent circle of skini
with the samie periphery as the bulkhlcad contour and with its center at a point 1/2 ofthe bulkhead
height.

Peripheral length around bulkhead (measured) = 51.2 in. (=()

C 51.2
Diameter of equivalent circle = - 3 - = 16.3 in.I' if

I of equivalent circle a R3 t = w(8.153) 0.020 = 34.0136 in4 .
26.08 + 8

X of equivalent circle - 26 8 17.04 in.
2

E of Alclad Skin = 10.5 x I-06

E of Alum. Extrusions - 10.8 x FO-

10.5(34.0136) 17.04 + 10.8(0.0368) 0.2839 + I 0.8(0.009)(8-0.2) + I 0.8(0.0322)(,1.7()+8-0.276)
10.5034.0136) + 10.8(0.0368) + 10.8(0.00(Y) + 10.9(0.0322)

6095.099
17.026 in. above W.L. - 8.0 in.

357.985

e = 17.026 in-8.0 = 9.026in. aboveW.L.0.0in.

SHEAR FLOW - AFT SIDE OF BULKHEAD FUSE STA. 153

Cut

Sta 163

P554 lb

15 lb/In. (At St, af

Sta 153TCOOi) j

II
/ AP2 53.6lb

AP L 20.36 lb/'i
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SECTION PROPERTIES AT STA. 153 - NEGLECING SKIN

Arma y AY AY 2  J,

LU 0.21 14.204 2.9W3 42.368 0.0161
RU 0.21 .14.204 .2.983 42.368 0.0161
LL 0.09 11.80 1.062 12=32 0.0045
RL 0.09 -11.80 -1.062 12.532 0.0045

0.60 7- 0 0 109.80 0.0412

INA " 109.8 + 0.0412 - 109.8412 in,4

B.M. at fuselage Sta. 153 resulting from 554 lb
Side load on vertical tail applied at fuse.
Station 2?0 in. = (280 - 153) 554 x, 127 (554) = 70358 in. lb.

Upper longeron loads - My(ALu or RU)

70358 (14.201) 0.21
109.8=+- 1911.351b109.8

MY(ALL or RL)
Lower longeron loads ±

I

70358 (11.8) 0.09 680 lb
109.8

5540
UsingL 10in. Pu 70358 (1911.35)=± 150.5 lb

5540
APLu -± (680.51) =53., lb

70358

Unbalanced shear flow in Sta. 153 aft side developed LU
from AP loads stated above. (view looking forward)

Torque represented by shear flow adjacent 122.08 In. 12208 I 2

|6

(unbalanced m om ): 1 1191n. s WIin.

T = 2 (15) A, (2 ) + 2 (20.36) A,
= (00 (122.08) + 40.72 (237.6)
= 7320 + 9650 = 16970 in. lb. A,.-O237.j in

SA 803.T6 in.2

TorquL at E.A. trom 550 lb side tail load at W.L. = 45.361 in. 20.36 I.Win.
554 (45.361 - 9.026) = 20130 in. lb.
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Shear flow resulting from T 20130 in. lb.
T _20130
T 2 013 = 12.52 lb/in.
2A 2 (803.76)

(13 resulting from unbalance moment ot 16970 in. Ib:
16970

( 1 6970 10.57 lb/in.4 (03.7(6)

NOTE: These Values of (12 and (13 Act Clockwise Looking Forward

RESULTANT SHEAR FLOWS - AFT SIDE OF STA. 153

qLU to RU = 12.52 + 10.57 = 23.09 lb/in.

qRU to RL = 12.52 + 10.57 - 15 - 8.09 lb/in.

qRLto LL = 12.52 + 10.57-20.36 - 2.73 lb/in.

qLLto=LU 12.52 + 10.57-15 a 8.09 lb/in.

q - 23.09 lb/in.

. u RU Summary: View Looking Fwd.

8.09 lb/in.

q'- .09 lb/in. LL RL

2.73 lb/in.

c. Station 129.189 Frame Analysis

Frame loads due to redistribution of shear flows applied from the aft side (Sta.
129.189 to 153) and the fwd side (Sta. 113 to 129.189) are not critical by inspection. These shear
flows relieve one another.

Shear from the Wishbone Structure. for the wing tip landing condition makes the
upper portion of the frame critical.

The lower frame sections are critical for landing wheel load distribution (Ref-
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--- a, 1427 lb (WlkdWtbo LoWd) Ref. Table 7; Item C

A 4.7 in.

a&.- 32,010 H Bulkhead (Sts. 129.1891

384 73-2

M at A-A 4.7(1427) 6707 in. lbA-A

~ rn. r'-'i 0.091

-V -t1.25
4.75

S .,.410,ow 0.040

0.06

0.7

at xx = [8129. - .576
y 3.148

fb = 70.576 -l.630psi

bw = 4.71 = 4.6 tLwŽ 0.04Q = 1 - K = 0.755

h1  0.98 f,- 0.040

(Ref. Fig. 170.04.1-1 Page 170.04.1-3 of Ref. 8)

Kf 2 rqE (tf = 0.755 r2 x 10.2x Ox 1 0.040 15 im

°r 12 (I- A') bf / 12(1-0.3') = I 7

M.S. = 1587.i = +0.00
I 1630
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d. Bending and Shear Analysis - Fuselage Sta. 129.189 to 153.0

The analysis is based on an average cross section as follows:

CONTOUR OF BULKHEAD AT FUSELAGE STATION 129.189

Shea Deck
Installation

(-)Ste. 129.189-Sts. 153.00 1
Jet Noise Reduction
DWG. 7389.4300866

OL.11.25 In. BL 1125 in

&5716 13L 9.750 11L 9,710 F11 - W
81,.- 1&00;m tI

L.2 

in,2 Skn Exstn

.....W.L. 16.22in
1-0.01697 8nine06 in.lsr -OO4i 2L

A -. 507xDO 0.181Lwri1e os n in. x 103 in. L
v -0.8457 Veduti 38943183891320016 E-30tindg40

Scale: 1 ini n. can4 002 inSin(xitng)r

Ex 59isn. Si

1~ ~ inOIi. 18 in. L . I inO . x4Iin.L x33 n L1.7 n

A -.6081 4 Syntymner

76 0.527 a 000i.



Shear Center Location at Fuse Station 129.189

E, 1i X, + E 2 12 X2 + E 3 13 X3 Enn•Xq

.- El II +6E212I+ E3 13 En In

SE E2 z E3 etc.

0.01697(2)( 16.22 - 0.2845) + 0.00485(2)(-2.17 - 0.2106) + 0.0396(-I 0.17 -0.7502)

0.03394 + 0.00969 + 0.03959

0.54085 - 0.00414 - 0.43232 = 1.254
0.03394 + 0.00969 + 0.03959

Fuselage Station 1 29.189 Bending Moment of Inertia at Z-Z

Itmu Am y AY Ay2

RU 0.17871 +15.716 +220M6 44.1400 0.01697
RL 0.08985 +13.589 +1.2210 16.5918 0.00484
LU 0.17871 -15.716 -2=086 44.1400 0.01697

SLL 0.08985 -13M589 -1.2210 16.5918 0.00484
6 C 0.80831 0 0 0 0.03959

1.1464 ;-0 0 121.4636 0.06321

INA , 121.5468 in.4

B.M. at Fuselage Station 129. 189 resulting from 554 lb Side Load on Vertical Tail applied at
Fuselage Station 280 in.

B.M. = 554 (280- 129.189) = 83,549 in. lb

Longeron Loads = - M lOgeron)

Upper Longeron Loads 83549 (15.716) 0.17871
121.547

=± 1923 lb

Lowr Loneron Loads = 83549 (13.5894) 0.08985
"121.547

9 31 lb
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I "M W/

Longeron Loads for ABM 5540 in. lb

Upper Longeron 5540(1923)_ * 127.5 lb

LowerLongeron .5540(831) t 55.1 lb
83549

Torque at E.A. at Station 129.189 *554 (45.361-1.254) =24435 in. lb

10 in.
12.75 lbfrn.K _ _ _ _Aft

127.5 lb 175l

12.757 tb/in. 554l

55.11 lb
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The Enclosed Area of the Previous Section:

A r (16) + 10.39 (32)- 19.50 (8.47) - 569.44 in.'

2

CONTO!$ R O BULKHEAD AT FUSELAGE STATION 129.189 IN.

BL 1W.00 In. St. In.
8L 11 1.25 in. BL 11.25 in } 1

W12.75 Win.

12.75 Ibfn. &A, aA 14. 146.73 in.

I
S .... • WI -3.59

WL -10.q70
18 .28 Wb in . s y mSSymmetry

TorqueL Represented by Area Increments AA1 , AA2 and AA3

T = 2q, (AA,) + 2qh (AA2 ) + 2q.1 (AA.,)

= 2(12.75)(146.734)+ 2(12.75) 146.734+ 2(18.26) 204.68

= 3742 + 3742 + 7475 = 14959 in. lb (This is an unbalanccd Moment)

"lrorqu¢ imposed by 554 lb Side Load on Vertical Tail:

'r 554445.361-1.254) = 24435 in. lb
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/

q Devwloptd by Unbalan.ced Moment and the External Moment ResultinS frml Side Laud 0"n

Vertical Tail:
= 14959.) + 4 =413.13 + 21.40

2(569J.44) 21569.44)

- 34.59 lb/in.

SUMMARY OF SHEARS AROUND SE(TION:

q Lu To Ru = 34.59 = 34.59 lb/in.

"Ru To RL a 34.59- 12.75 = 21.84 b/in.

qRL To LL - 34.59- 18.26 a 16.33 lb/in.

To Lu - 34.59- 12.75 - 21.84 lb/in.

- _

rLUJ RU

34,50b/in. I
21.84

21.84 W bin.

ib/in.

LL RL

16.33 lb/in.
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€. Bulkhead Sta. 153. an 154.37 Jet Noise Reduction DRG. in. 7389-430075

H= 23-09(29.15) =336.541b

26.50
Enclomod Arm 222 in.2  

T , 2Aq = 2(.22) 23.09
1 10252 in Ib

V 387 lb. V - 387 lb V= 1025- - 387 t.
L I 26.50

At Section A-A

23.09 lb/in.

9.4 in.

Shw atA-A•.37 23.09 (9.) ,169.95.b3• .b

320426-11
AA Material: 2024-T4 Alclad 387 lb

St 11rl.025 on. fs " 169.9 5 75 W pi a
1.8 (0.025)

Fsu . 37,000

MS - ±Large
"-8A
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CHECK OF JOINT

P" 1-0.7-5l 0.35b

L 336.5 l

4iV 319 lb
ii .3Undoa at Joint

00.75 0.-,J [0.075 AD32

1 2b

_ _ _ _ .- y A-

.4 5 *6 0.45

PAL

0.063
Detail of Clip
Material is 2024-T3 Aidea
00-A-250/3

BENDING AT SECTION A-A

0.063 V

i lxx 2.15(0,632 0.00142
x 41 zzzý x y 6

2.15 y '= 0.063 (2.152) =0.0)485
2.15y 6

Area=2.15 (0.063) = 0.13 5
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BMxx =(439.26)0.177 = 77.9 in. lb

HMyy - (336.45)0.177- 59.5 in. lb

I' = 286.2

fbxx + f b + 77.9 + 59.5 +• 2 - 58206 psi
lbyy A 0.00142 0.0485 0.135

Restraint Effects of Screw Head on Bending have been Neglected

MS = 63000 1 a +10.08
58206

Check of AD 4 Rivets

Combining Shear and Tension in AD 4 Rivets:

Allowable Single Shear in AD 4 = 388 lb

Allowable Tensile Load in AD 4 388 = 194 lb

Shear Load in No. 4 = 174 lb
Tensile Load in No. 4 a 194 lb

RT = 15.9 0.82 Rs 174 - 0.449 - Refering to Fig. 1.5.3.5 of Ref (5) Page 1-23
194 388

and using Curve R, ' + R12 1 I then RTa = 0.87

M.S. -0.87- -- +0.06
0.82

Allowable Bearing of 1/8 in. Rivets on 0.025 2024- T4
Akclad = 321 (1.19) = 382

SMax Rivet Shear - 210.15 in.

M.S. = 382 -I +0.81
210.15

6. Engine Inlet and Enclosure

The rectangular inlet duct opening ia formed of 0.040 inch 6061-T4
aluminum alloy material and contains aft from Fuselage Station 121.720 to
Fuselage Station 124.840. At approximate Fuselage Station 137.770, the duct
goes into a curved configuration and mates with the upper surface of the upper
0.040 inch thick 6061-T4 engine container segment. The lower edge of the engine
inlet and upper enclosure in flanged and bolts to the flange of the lower 0.040
inch thick 6061-T4 container and a shear deck installation between Station 129.189
and Station 153. The flanges of the upper and lower containers bolt together
between Stations 129.189 and 112.5.
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The engine inlet flat 0.040 inch 6061-T4 sides and 0.040 inch 6061-T4 upper flat panels
are broken into smaller panels by formed 0.040 inch thick 6061 -T4 hat section stiffeners spot welded
through both flanges to the panels. The stiffeners are analyzed as beam columns because the internal
negative duct pressure produces compressive end loads on the stiffeners. Side load is provided by the
normal panel loading as described on page 85. All corners of the inlet duct are reinforced with
0.071 inch thick 6061 -T4 formed angles spot welded to the duct skin.

All bottom, side and end plates of the lower container are assembled by spot welding to
0.040 inch thick 6061 -T4 formed corner angles. The engine inlet and enclosure is assembled with an
inner shcll of 0.032 inch nonstructural acoustic metal weave material separated from the inlet and
cnclostare by rivet and sleeve spacer standoffs for purposes of acoustical damping.

The design is based on the pressure loadings presented in Table 7.

a. Engine Inlet Loads

The engine inlet pressure is -0.70 psi at the engine face, tapering linearily along the
inlet pessage to zero at the forward edge where the air enters. A limit to ultimate factor of 1.50
will be used. The effects of pressure are to be combined with inertia loadings for flight and landing
maneuvers and crash conditions.

19.50 in.

p yield - 0.70 psi
pult = 1.0% PSI
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ENGINI- ENCLOSURE UPPER AND INLET DUCT
JET NOISE REDUCTION - DWG 7389-430085

CONTINUED

)UcT - TYPI'AL (ROSS SFC,('TION

V a 7415
-" 195 in. _ 100

A __ _Pult s 1.05 psi

"Premr-1.05 pi•

•-10 in. so,,•

D C

For this eaw. all moments at A, B. C and D are equal with:

M p (V3• + V, = 1.05 (7415 + I 000) =2 il..lh

12 (Q +V) 12 (29.5)

(Reference - (I I) Page 329)

CHECK OF HAT SECTION STIFFENER BETWEEN A AND B

Stiffener Spacing - 6 in.
p = 1.05 psi (Ultimate)
w (Running Load/inch of Span) = 1.05(6) = 6.3 lb/inch

Loads & Moments
in Stiffener Sections 61.5 lb 61.5 lb
Around Duct 31 5 lb ) M5 in. lb 31 5 lb

61.5 lb__
Rat End oif Short Side I1 61,5 lb

1.05(10)6 31.5 lb 25 in. lb-M 31.5 Ib
- = 1251 in. lb

M - 25 in. I P= 1.05 psi .. w 6.31 b/in. M 10 in,

R at End of Long Side M- 25 in. lb 4.1.05 09t.5)16 3.h . h 1.5 Ih -- 31.5 11

615t 65 lb61.511

31.5 111F' 25 11)in, M 25 in. Ib-j 315 Ili
61.5 Ib 61,5 Ib

195 in.
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ENGINE ENCLOSURE UPPER AND INLET DUCT JET NOISE
REDUCTION -DWG. 7389-43008S -CONTINUED

CHECK OF HAT SECTION STIFFENER AS AS A BEAM COLUMN

P -315 KL lb No� 31.5 b

21 itt/lb Uinfb
W *6.3 lb/In.

El 9.9 x 10' xO0.00828
- - 2602.20 SI.01

p 31.S

where E For 606 1 -44 9.9 x 10'
.0.00828 in." (Ref. Pae 87)

D,-M, -i 2  25 -6.3 (2602.2) - 16369

i22
xi

COS COS EN:0 R UP0.1911 0.9818 (Ref.(2)PaAEAS.24)

D, -16369
W-+ 6.3 (2602.2) -- 279 in.Ibmx 0.9818

(At Mid Point)

5 0.4235

0.6570 03 0625

zwoRot U 0..032

0.II0 .072 in. .

2833

co• 0=os----'-- -€O.91 - 0.988(Rf 3)P5A.4
j 51.01*

Mmax ,, Dj j -636



ENGINE ENCLOSURE UPPER AND INLET DUCT JET
NOISE REDUCTION - DWG. 7389-430085-CONTINUED

STIFFENER SECTION PROPERTIES

hm Am y Ay AV2

1 0.657 (0.040) - 00263 0.3285 0.0086 0.2835 O.00045
2 0.657 (0.040) - 0.0263 0.3285 0.0006 0002835 0900"6
3 0.3"3 (0.)72) - 0.0241 0.036 0.00067 0.000031
4 0.335 (0.072) - 0.0241 0.036 0.00067 0.000031
5 0.500 (0.040) - 0.0200 0.637 0.01274 0.006115

"6 0.500 (0.032) - 0.0160 0.016 0.00026 0.000004

z 1 0.1368 1" 70.2335 0.03194 10.01385 0.00189

INA o-0.00189 + 0.01385 - 0.2335 (0.03194) , 0.00828 in.4

279(0.4035)
'b - 0.0082-8" 14220 psi

bw 0.657 -0.02 -0.016 . w
1.151bs 0.5 + 0.04 t

Ks = 5.2 (Rcf. (8) Fig. 170.04.14)

K s wl iE Is' 5.2 %2 (9.9 x W0) 2004'

S12 (I-U2 ) 1b2 (-- 2 ) 20.547 / > Fcy

Fcy= 16000 psi

16000
M.S. 1 600 -I +0.12

14220
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ENGINE ENCLOSURE UPPER AND INLET DUCT - JET NOISE
REDUCTION DWG 7389-430085 CONTINUED

MAX. STRESS IN TYPICAL SKIN PANEL-

Maximum Stress in Typical Skin Panel will be at Mid Point of Long Side "- Parallel to Short Side.

a- 19.5in. sir

b - in.

a 19.5 b 6
- - 3.25 - = - 93.7

b 6 2t 0.064

at 6800 psi (Ref. Fig. 7.9 Page 294 of Ref. (12))

M.S. +Larp
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ENGINE ENCLOSURE UPPER AND INLET DUCT - JET
NOISE REDUCTION - DWG. 7389-430085 - CONTINUED

I 10 in.

Maximum Permissable Deflection in Either Skin Panels or Frame Stiffeners
Equals 0.5 in. from the Static (Zero Load) Structural

Positioning. This Will Be a Combination of Stiffener Bending
Deflection Plus Skin Panel Center Point Deflections Resulting

1 From Normal Pressures.

-1.0 (6) 6.3 lb/in

19.5

Stiffener Deflection Formula For Simply
Supported Beam Uniformly Loaded:

5WQ3  5wb2f
384E! 384E!
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ENGINE ENCLOSURE UPPER AND INLET DUCT - JET
NOISE REDUCTION - DWG. 7389-430085 - CONTINUED

Skin panel deflection at center point for 6 in. x 1.95 in. panel 0.032 in. thick loaded uniformly with a
pressure ult of 1.05 psi will be calculated: (Ref. (12), page 293).

--- ----- - 187 usng this value and p a 1.05 psi.
t 0.032

Figure 7.7 of Reference 12 indicates the skin panel category to be a thin plate.

a 19.5 . 2
5 = -= 3.25; Figure 7.8, page 293 of Reference 12 gives-T- 2.15

b 6

A 82 is deflection at center point on panel

A & -=2.15 (0.032) ="0.069in.

&total - 0.5 in. permissable - a , + A 62 AS, + 0.069 in.

' 8, = 0.50 - 0.069 - 0.431 in. maximum permissable deflection of hat section stiffener only.

5wb24
As, -( 39using i of hat section - 0.00593)

5 (1.05) 6 (19.54)* AS =, = 0.2020 in.
384 (9.9 x I0') 0.00593
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ENGINE ENCLOSURE UPPER AND INLET DUCT - JET
NOISE REI)UCTION DW(;. 7389-430085 CONTINUED

(II-(K OF BENDING SECTION AT CORNER

-ft 1.3• in, Folan"g

1.31.0 in. -
.02-**"-2 Spot Weld

S.....- atSection 6061-"T4
__,ooo -. 040 in. Structural

A/ \ Inlet Duct

S0.032 in.
: . .... __C Acoustic Metal Wewe

.071 in. Corner Angle
t- 6061 -T4

Ft- 30,000Ps
F Ftu 16,000 psi

SECTION ACROSS A-A
1-`0 3- 0.071 in.

.•. • A

I 3.5 (0.0712 0.002950
y 6

vive corner moment assumed to be 25 x 3 = 75 in.-Ib

75775 = 25424 psi75- M fb = 0.002950

A 0.3 Nf.S. = -000 "1 +0.18
25424

10- 10. in.

Loads in spot weld attaching ends of* hat sections:

IM: 0.38 B+A(I) = 75
ZF: A+ B C

A B 0.38AS=--"B = - = 0.38A
1 0.38 I

0.38A x 0.38 +A = 75 .*.A = 65.5
•'.B = 0.38 (65.5) 24.1 lb
• .C = 65.5 + 24.1 89.6 lb
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ENGINE ENCLOSURE LOWER JET NOISE RIEI)UCTION
I)W(;. NO. 73X9-430083

6W. 7.71

0 Iu.1tlO • S3.0.

W..16.22- ' 43

W.W.. 73S•

SSw-. 112.50

For Purposes of Analyzing the Side Sheet on Above Structure -
Assume the Lower Deck of Engine Enclosure to be at A Constant

Elevation Between Stations 129.189 in. and 153.000 in.

ANALYSIS OF SIDE PANEL -3

W.L. 16.22

b *8.47

a-23- ~ W.L. 7.75

Sta. 129.189 Sts. 153

h 8.47
-... . 0.36X

a 23

Ks = 6(Rel'(8) Fig. 110.02.1.1-1)

SE12(/-u -I2(I90.391) 8.47

K 1 2 (1- 1i2 99I~ 08.04)2 1181 psi
tl 34.59

s 865 psi
t 0.040

M.S. + Large
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7. Bifurcated Exhaust Duct and Transition Section

The bifurcated exhaust duct section of this engine exhaust system installation is an al-
ready proven and flight tested design previously used with the WR-19 engine on the Bell jet flying
belt. Material used is A286 heat resistant steel alloy. The transition duct section, made of the same
material, is required for expansion of diameters from the bifurcated exhaust end to the spanwise
wing duct inlet end.

The aft end of the bifurcated duc;ting is rigidly attached to the jet engine. Expansion
joints between the bifurcated section and the adjacent outboard transition sections permit growth
due to temperature. The flexible joints are fiber glass sleeves impregnated with silicone.

Being that the pressure and temperature environment for the proposed Schweizer sail
plane installation is the same as the jet belt the structural integrity is considered to be adquate. How-
ever, the outboard section transitions the duct from the round cross-section in the bifurcated region
to the flat upper and lower cross sections of the spanwise duct. Being flat and also the widest,
stresses due to pressure are investigated herein.

The transition exhaust duct section located between the round bifurcated duct section
outlet and the spanwise wing duct section has been analyzed using the General Purpose MAGIC III
Program which utilizes the finite element concept. Sketches follow to indicate the node point and
element numbering system (Figure 29a) used in analysis programing.

Results from MAGIC Ill provide element deformations and stresses. Maximum deforma-
tion and stresses and minimum margins of safety are summarized and tabulated in Table 9a.
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TABLE 9a. SUMMARY OF EXHAUST DUCT TRANSITION SECTION
DEFLECTIONS' STRESSES AND MARGINS OF SAFETY

Ultimate design pressure. -0 psi
Computer output values

Umit timm M011 of
Elsm t Node Defuetlo S111 Safet

No. Poinu (in.) (Psi) (1) (2)

3 3,13.12.2 0.072 65220 +1.17
22 13,29,22.12 0.152 115321 .0.23
41 29,33,32,22 0.065 70150 11.02
31 17,18.27 0.063 60322 MHigh
27 15,26,25 0.092 58732 +-High
36 19,20.30 0.043 42300 HigIh

Notes:
(1) Ultimate stres is the sum of mem...bra plus banding straus.
(2) Magin of safety is calculated using a material allow" for

A-286 steel of 140,000 psi as equal to (140,000/ultikat
stres .1).

E. WEIGHTS ANALYSIS

V Weight and balance analyses have been conducted during the design phase of the Jet Noise
Roduction program as applied to the Schweizer glider, Model SGS 2-32. These analyses supported
the design activities by assuring that the glider, when modified, will exhibit safe weight and balance
characteristics during the flight test phase of the program. Due to the acoustic aspects of the flight
tests, the aircraft will only be flown on relatively calm days in controlled maneuvers made possible
since it is a powered aircraft. Thus, maneuver loads will be less than those encountered as a glider
and design load factors may be reduced in order to permit test operations at gross weights higher
than in the FAA Type Certificate, No. G lEA.

Center of gravity limits for the glider are taken as Fuselage Sta. 101.08 to 105.18 at the
gross weight of 1768 pounds shown in Table 10. These limits are the same as those given for the
glider in the Type Certificate for the maximum weight condition. In the configuration represented
by the estimates in Table 10, an additional 44.0 pounds of nose ballast (24 pounds is in the de-
livered weight) and a 50 pound battery located at Fuselage Station 20 are installed in order to present
an acceptable c.g. location.

The weight data in Table 10 are based on either Schweizer Aircraft Corporation or Bell Aero-
space drawings or estimates as noted. Actual weight data for Model SGS 2-32, Serial No. 37 was
obtained from Reference 13. These data are intended to represent the estimated weight and balance
in a flight test configuration. Prior to actual flight testing additional definition of the estimated
weights will have been made from drawing analyses and an actual weight and balance measurement
will be determined. Assurance that the aircraft will be safely configured will be provided by these
means. Since the data in Table 10 is of a summary nature, a detailed breakdown of the Bell drawing
weights is presented in Table I I for additional information.
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TABLE 10. MODIFIED SCHWEIZER GLIDER WEIGHT AND BALANCE

w*M Amn mo
heam Il POSUL h. lbs

Model SGS 2-32, No. 37, Form 14356. 11 July 1966
Weight Empty Sdcwe Aircraft Corp. 915.0 113.06 103.468

Less:

Variom*tr Schweizer Aircraft Corp. -1.5 37.0 .56
Oxygen System Schweizur Aircraft Corp. -17.0 19.9 -338

Delivered Weight Empty 84.0 116.11 102,637

Tet Configuration Modifications:
Deletions:

Wing Elements Estimated 47.5 120.0 -6.700
Aft Seat Schweizer Air. Corp. 4.6 102.0 46
Upper Fuse. Skin Schweizer Air. Corp..Dwg. -1.2 141.0 -1609
Wishbone Struct. Schweizer Air. Corp. Dwg. -1.5 116.0 -174

Additions:
Exhaust Duct - Transition Bell Dwg. 7386-430054 6.0 116.4 696
Duct Install -Wing 430062 213.0 116.3 24,760
Propulsion Install & -430070 19&5 131.1 25.620

Fuselage Mods
Engine Controls and -4300 86.0 44.0 3.735

Instruments
Fuel Tank Estimated 12.4 91.0 1.123
Fuel Tank Supports Estimated 10.0 91.0 910
Wing Rib Strengthening Estimated 17.3 120.0 2.076
New Trailing Edge Flap Estimated 23.0 120.0 2Z760
Flaop Controls Estimated 3.0 11&.0 445
Inlet Faring Estimated 24.0 147.0 3.528
Blleast-Noe To give takeoff c.g. at St. 104 44.0 15.0 860

Test Configuration Weight Empty 1473.0 110.46 162.697
Plus Pilot with Chute Estimated (170 + 25) 195.0 61.9 12,071
Gross Weight less Fuel 166.0 104.78 174,697
Plus Fuel 100.0 91.0 9,100
Gross Weight 1768.0 104.0 183.868
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TABLE II. DETAILED WEIGHT BREAKDOWN - JET NOISE
REDUCTION MODIFICATIONS

7389430054 Transition Duct 1.76.
Exhaust Duct Any (GFP) 2.69
Clamp 1.56

Total 6.01

7389-430062 Inboard Duct Asy 31.16
Center Duct Assy 3014
Outboad Duct Assy 25.92
Inboard Struts and Plate 36.00
Center Struts and Plate 33.82
Outboard Struts and Plate 31.20
Joints. Seals. Attachments 24.76

Total 213&00

7389430070 Fuselage Modfications &89
Engine Enclosure 88.82
Engine (Williams WR-19) 67.00
Engine Ducting, Clamps, Supts 32.50
Attachments 0.46

Total 196.46

7389-430068 Exciter and Start Tubing 10.50
Fuel Line Tubing 3.00
24-Volt NI.CAD Battery 50.00
Battery Supports 4.00
Throttle System 4.00
New Imtruments 6.00
Wiring 7.50

Total 85.00
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F. DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The cantilever vibration modes of the struts were calculated for the base rigidly fixed; they
are 138, 882, 2429, 4764. 7875 Hz. However, the strut mounting plate is only 0.032 inches thick
and the fundamental 'cantilever' mode of the (rigid) strut on the rotational stiffness of the mounting
plate, along the root-chord line, was estimated to be 50 Hz. Sintv this bending frequent-y is quite
low, and the first torsional mode of the strut is estimated to be much longer than the bending mode.
the strut was checked for susceptability to bending-only flutter. Reference 14 indicates that this
bending-only flutter is impossible for zero-sweepback. Even though the struts are *swept' 11.5"
with respect to the vertical, they have no sweepback relative to the local airflow and thus should
be stable.

The strut cantilever modes will be suppressed considerably by the silicone rubber air-seal
around each strut at the wing upper skin.

The tubular type construction of the ducts should preclude any adverse beam-bending vib-
ration. The spanwise natural frequency of the duct segments on the wing structure or the ground
test rig supports have not been calculated since these installations have not been finalized. However,
the organ-pipe frequencies of the duct (all 3 sections) with 800*R gas inside were calculated to be
27.7, 83.1, 138.5, 193.9, 249.3 Hz, etc. for the odd half-wave harmonics. These frequencies should
be avoided in the duct installation.

The nominal engine speeds of 30 krmp and 54 krpm for the low pressure and high pressure
sections, respectively, correspond to frequencies of 500 and 900 Hz respectively; these frequencies
,hould not be transmitted beyond the engine itself due to the small unbalance forces involved (small
rotors and good balance) and the fact that the engine mounts will isolate very well at these high fre-
quencies.

The fuel line, throttle linkage, and other controls or sensors connected to the engine should
be supported in soft rubber bushings and grommets to prevent transmission of engine vibration to
the fuselage structure.

The sheet-metal engine enclosure and intake airscoop are extensively treated with acoustical
linings which will also suppress mechanical vibration of these panels.

G. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

I. Wing Ducts

"The wing ducts are acoustically treated to minimize the radiation of upstream noise
through the microjet nozzles and to reduce the buildup of acoustic modes. Upstream noise consists
mainly of fan-discharge and compressor noise, engine combustion noise and duct-flow noise.

The acoustic treatment and wing-duct sections are shown in BAC Drawing No.
7389-430055, 056 and 057. Both the chordwise and spanwise sections are free of parstflel surfaces
to reduce susceptibility to acoustic normal mode buildup. Approximately 60% of the wing duct
'hordwise perimeter is acoustically treated with a porous sintered-metal facing sheet (35 Rayl
Rigimesh) offset 0.75 inches from the duct wall. This type of treatment is most effective in the
800-8000 Hz range, and is particularly suited to suppressing the fan-discharge and compressor noise.
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The limited wing-duct cross-sectional area and duct-flow velocities (up to about Mach 0. 15) preclude
the application of treatment significantly effective at frequencies below 800 Hz. A low-frequency
rcuonant absorber would require an unacceptably deep core and/or extremely thick facing sheet
(Reference I 5,and a viscous absorber would not be suitable at the anticipated duct-flow velocities.

Parameters affecting the duct attenuation as a function of frequency are duct height
and length, number of walls treated, composition and flow resistance of the porous facing sheet,
core depth (offset of facing sheet from duct wall) and duct-flow Mach number. Extensive investi-
gation of the effects of these parameters is reported in Reference 16. The attenuation of the QRTV
wing ducts was predicted by empirically modifying the attenuation of the closest corresponding
cast in Reference 16. This data is for a 6 x 10 in. rectangular crowsection duct. 22 in. length, lined
on the two IO-in. duct walls with a 30-rayl polyimide fiberglass facing sheet. 0,75-in. core depth, at
a Mach 0. 15 duct-flow velocity. Corrections were made to conform to the QRTV parameters -
10 x 3 x 1O x I in. trapexoidal duct cross-section, tPeated on all but one 10-in. side with a sintered
metal facing sheet instead of polyimide, and a 350*F duct temperature.

The resulting predicted sound attenuation in a 22-in. length of wing duct is shown in
Figure 30. The treatment is most effective in the 2-3 kHz range, with attenuation exceeding 20 dB.
Significant attenuation is maintained at higher frequencies, being about 5 dB at 10 kHz. At fre-
quencies below the peak frequency the attenuation drops off rapidly and is negligible below 800 Hz.

The effect of duct length on attenuation was studied in Reference 16. Attenuation in
dB at the peak frequency is nearly a linear function of duct length; if the peak attenuation for a
22-in. duct is 21 dB, then a 44-in. duct would have about 40 dB attenuation at the peak frequency.
Attenuation increases less rapidly with duct length at other frequencies; for example, the one-octave
bandwidth attenuation (centered at the peak frequency) increases about 3-4 dB for each additional
10 in. of duct.

Internal wing-duct noise is radiated through the microjet nozzles continuously along the
wing span. It is thus evident that one cannot simply define the effectiveness of the wing-duct
acoustic treatment as the attenuation of the full-length duct because the noise at each strut is based
on a different duct length. Further testing and analysis must therefore be performed to determine:

I. Radiation characteristics of internal duct noise propagating through the microjet
nozzles, including effects of flow.

2. Effect of strut-base openings on the wing-duct attenuation.

3. Local flow-noise generation at the base of each strut.

2. Inlet, Engine Enclosure, and Exhaust Duct

It is necessary to reduce the engine and fan noise such that these sources will not con-

tribute to aural detectability of the aircraft. The inlet duct must be lined to reduce upstream propa-
gation of fan noise, and the engine and biftircated exhaust duct must be enclosed by a sound barrier
to attenuate case-radiated jet noise and combustion noise.

This analysis is presented in two parts, discussing first the lining of the inlet duct andI then the sound-barrier engine/exhaust duct enclosure.
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a. Inlet Duct Lining

At cruise power, the fundamental balae-passage frequency of the WR- 19 fan is
approximately 9 kl~z. Interaction with the stator and the compressor blades will generate sub-
harmonics in the 1-5 kHz range. Although lower in amplitude than the 9 kHz fan-blade tone, the
subbarmonics will likely be the greater problem because sound at 1 -5 kHz is less favorably attenuated
by the atmosphere.

The predicted inlet-duct attenuation is computed from duict-lining attenuation
data and parameter-variation studies given in Rererence 16. The acousticaily-lined inlet duct. de-
tailed in BAC drawing 7389-430085 and illustrated in Figure 3 1, consists basically of four 'sections',
each with different acoustic properties. Starting from the WR-19 engine inlet and proceding in the
upstream direction, these sections are:

Length (in.) Cross-Section (in.)

I . Lined Plenum at Engine Inlet, 1s 8.5 X. 18
2. Lined 90.degree Bend 10 6.5Sx 18
3. Lined Splitter Section 6-5 3' 18I (each, 2 Sections)
4. Lined Air-intake Section 8 8.5 X I8

(All dimensions are approximate)

An accurate sound attenuation prediction for this four-section inlet is diffilcult to
achieve because the length of each section is in each instance less than the largest cross-sectional
dimension. To be most effective, a lined duct should be several diameters long; the duct sections
tested in Reference 16 were generally 2.2 times their width.

As a result, the predicted attenuations of the individual sections were not summed
directly for the complete duct. The procedure used was, first, to predict the attenuation of each
duct section over the 800 kHz -8 kHz range using Reference 16 by extrapolating attenuation data
for a 22 inch long duct, 6 inch by 10 inch rectangular cross-section, acoustically treated only on the
10 inch sides. Then, at each frequency, the total attenuation of the fou'r sections was computed by
adding the attenuation of the best section to one-half the sum of the attenuations of the remaining
three sections. The results are as follows (attenuation in db):

A-requency in kHz

Section 0.8 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 8

Plenum 3d b 3 6 12 11 9 5 2

9O0*Bend 2 4 8 14 19 23 20 17

Splitter 2 3 5 9 13 18 16 s

Intake a 2 3 8 10 8 5 1

'Sum' for Complete Inlet Duct 5db 8 15 29 36 41 33 21
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Of the four duct sections. the 90-degree bend is the most effective, followed
closely by the splitter section. The intake section is least effective, because of its short length and
relatively greater height.

The predicted attenuation for the complete inlet duct is plotted in Figure 32.
Greater than 10 db attenuation is predicted above 1. 1 kHz. and above about 1.5 kHz the attenuation
exceeds 20 db. Peak attenuation of 41 db occurs at 3 kHz.

A firm conclusion regarding the effectiveness of the inlet acoustic treatment cannot
be made without measured or reliably predicted inlet noise levels for the bare WR-19 engine, presently

unavailable. If the static propulsion tests of the QRTV indicate a requirement for additional attenua-
tion, this could likely be achieved by some increase in duct length and greater utilization of lined
splitters.

b. Engine and Exhaust Enclosures

"The engine and bifurcated exhaust ducts (BAC drawing 7389-430085) are enclosed
with a sound-barrier sandwich consisting of two quarter-inch thick fiberglass mats (Exactomat)
separated by a thin lead sheet septum. A plastic spray coating is applied to the outer face of the sand-
wich to protect the fibreglass from erosion. The sound barrier is applied generally on the external

surface of the enclosures, except on the sides and top of the engine enclosure where it is affixed to
the inside surface to provide internal sound absorption to the engine box in order to minimize rever-

t berant noise buildup.

"The sound transmission loss of the enclosure with noise barrier is predicted from i.
method described in Reference 17 that considers both mass-law and coincidence effects, and is plotted
in Figure 33. The 0.040-in. aluminum skin is itself quite effective, exceeding 20 db transmission loss
(T.L.) above 0.8 kHz. With the sound barrier attached, the T.L. is at least 7 db greater at all fre-
quencies.

Sound radiated downward and laterally from the engine must pass through both the
sound-barrier-on-aluminum-skin engine enclosure and the outer skin of the fuselage. Together the
system provides more than 35 db T.L. at 500 Hz, and over 60 db T.L. at 2 kflz. Upward-radiated

sound transmitted through the inlet duct wall is attenuated by sound-barrier duct wrapping.

3. Radiated Noise of the QRTV

The predicted flyover noise of the QRTV for 1500 ft altitude at 50 knots flight speed is
shown in Figure 34. Two dominant noise sources are present, the glider aerodynamic noise and the
jet noise from the strut array.

The glider noise spectrum is extrapolated from flyover noise measured in Phase 1, Task 6
(Ref. 28) at 125 ft altitude and 94 ft/sec flight speed. Predicted jet noise is taken directly from Refer-
ence 18, page 133 and is based on noise measurements from a 45-strut array blown with compressed air.
The maximum I/3-octave band SPL is 24.5 db, in the 315 Hz band, which is essentially identical with
the results shown in Figure 77 of Reference 18. Therefore, the inclusion of the results of Reference 28
(Glider Flight Test) has not changed the predicted detectability of the QRTV-72.
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It is anticipated that tic engine and inlet noise will be suppressed by proper acoustic
treatment, and thus will be inaudible relative to the jt and aerodynamic noise.

An approximate test to demonstrate the adequacy of these acoustic treatments would
be to duct the exhaust gas from the wing-feed ducts to acoustic "dump", and measure the remaining
engine noise of the aircraft at a horizontal range of IS feet with the engine operating at "ground
idle". If the I/3-octave measurements do not exceed the "sum" levels shown in Figure 34 by more
than 35 db. the suppression is almost certainly adequate. If levels more than 45 db above the "sum"
curve are observed at IS feet (horizontal), more suppression will definitely be required. If levels
between 35 and 45 db over the "sum" curve arc encountered, either more careful measuremcnts
(accounting for ground reflection and directivity) will be required, or more attenuation shlould be
applied to eliminate these noises as possible sources of problems.
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* Ill. FABRICATION OF TOOLS AND PROPULSIVE STRUTS

Of the nine tasks negotiated to be accomplished during this Phase If of the Jet Noise Re-
duction Program, only one pertained to the fabrication of the flightworthy hardware components
for use on the ground static propulsion test stand. This task involved the development of techniques
and the tools rcquired to fabricate a sufficient number of propulsive struts to equip one Quiet
Research Test Vehicle.

Results of preliminary propulsion analysis indicated that a total of 434 struts (217 per wing
panel) would provide a sufficient excess in total propulsion nozzle area to assure satisfactory oper-
ation of the WR-l 9 engine during ground tests. Hence, the installation of this number of struts was
provided for during the design of the spanwise wing ducts. With an allowance of 36 struts for attri-
tion during system fabrication and of 10 struts for engineering testing, a total of 482 struts were
planned for fabrication.

A. FABRICATION OF TOOLS

Phase I of this program was concerned with the development of a multiple microjet nozzle
configuration and arrangement and a series of bench and wind tunnel tests to verify the characteristics
of the selected propulsive strut design. Fabrication techniques employed to fabricate these develop-
ment struts were effective and produced very satisfactory struts with consistent propulsive charac-
teristics. However, as Phase 11 began, it became evident that these techniques would prove too costly
for a production type process. A Bell Aerospace Company-funded manufacturing development pro-
gram resulted in a strut fabrication technique which promised to be much more economical. The
primary innovation in this technique pertained to the manner in which the strut trailing edge and
microjet nozzles were formed. The previous method consisted of forming a trailing edge piece,
drilling the nozzles by the EDM process, and fitting this piece to an airfoil shaped strut with an open
trailing edge. The present method utilizes a punch and coin tool and die which punches the nozzles
and coins the strut trailing edge in a flat sheet blank of the complete strut.

1. Punch and Coin Tool and Die

The punch and coin tool was fabricated from a pre-machined and heat treated piece by
the electric discharge machining (EDM) process. To do this, it was first necessary to machine a
female electrode from a copper-tungsten alloy to the desired contours of the punch and coin tool.
Figure 35(a) shows this electrode in which the row of seventy holes which formed the nozzle punch
and internal contours may be seen. Figure 35(b) depicts the electrode mounted in the EDM fixture.
In the middle of the photograph the heat treated punch and coin tool may be seen in the partially
machined state. Once completed the tool was dressed, polished, and mounted on the die shoe as
portrayed in Figure 35(c).

Meanwhile a "Vee" shaped female die was machined to the desired contour of the strut
trailing edge and jig-bored to match the nozzle punch pattern of the punch and coin tool. This die
is shown in Figure 35(d) mounted on the die shoe matching that on which the punch was mounted.
Striplpr tools are mounted on either side of the die block to strip the formed and punched part from
the tool.
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2. Other Strut Fabrication Tools

Several other tools and manufacturing aids were required to successfully manufacture
consistent propulsive struts. Some of these are contained in Figure 36. The strut development tem-
plate is depicted in Figure 36(a). This is a flat plate development of the airfoil shaped strut and
rounded tip which is used to shear strut blanks from flat sheet and form the rounded tip.

During development of the strut fabrication technique, it was found necessary to fold

the strut blank into a vee along the trailing edge prior to the punch and coin operation. This folding
tool is shown in Figure 36(b).

Once the strut trailing edge and nozzles were formed, the airfoil shape of the strut was
obtained by use of the forming.mandrel in Figure 36(c). An additional tool (see Figure 39a) was em-
ployed to finalize the leading edge shape and reduce the closure for TIG welding. After the welding
operation, the strut was placed in the fixture portrayed in Figure 36(d) to drill the holes for riveting
the airfoil shaped tension posts in place inside the strut. Locating and holding the posts during the
riveting process utilized another special manufacturing aid (see Figure 41 c).

The flare at the base of the strut was formed by hand using a custom made flaring tool.

B. FABRICATION OF THE PROPULSIVE STRUTS

The fabrication of the propulsive struts consists of fifteen basic manufacturing operations
accompanied by several minor tasks. The fifteen operations are:

I. Shear strut blanks and shape tip area

2. Pre-fold trailing edge
3. Anneal part
4. Punch and coin trailing edge and nozzles

5. De-burr exterior nozzle edges
6. liquid hone internal nozzle contours
7. Visually inspect nozzle contours
8. Form airfoil shape and strut tip

9. TIG weld leading edge and tip
10. Clean up weld seam
I1. Perform die penetrant check
"12. Drill and countersink for tension posts

13. Insert post and rivet

14. Flare strut base
I5. Buff cleanup of completed strut.

A series of figures have been prepared which photographically illustrate the majority of these
* operations. Figure 37(a) portrays the result of Operation 2 during which the strut flat blanks were

folded along the trailing edge. The folding process work-hardened the strut in the trailing edge region
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to the extent that the part had to be annealed prior to punching and coining the trailing edge and
nozzles. Figure 37(b) shows the punch press operator inserting the annealed folded blank into the
"'Vee" die under the strippers. The following Figure 37(c) shows the part in position for the actual
punching and coining. The finished part shown in Figure 37(d) has actually undergone the de-burring
of Operation S.

During the punch and coin operation, a certain amount of material was extruded into the
clearance between the hole punch and die. This material constituted the exterior burr which had to
he removed. In addition, sonic of this extruded material adhered to the punch and was drawn back
into the noazles as the part was stripped from the punch. This undesirable debris was readily rc-
moved by the liquid hone Operation 6 depicted in Figure 38(a). The struts Were visually inspected
individually for acceptance under magnification in the manner illustrated in Figure 314b). In order
to verify the general shape of the nozzle interior contour, one of these formed trailing edges was
sectioned and photographed under approximately 10 power magnification. This is portrayed in
Figure 38(c). At this point the accepted parts proceeded to Operation 8 during which the airfoil shape
of the strut was formed. This is illustrated in Figure 38(d) which shows the strut body on the forming
mandrel lying on a thick pad of relatively hard rubber in an hydraulic press. A similar rubber pad. out
of camera view, was attached to the descending part of the press. Operation of the press forced the
soft aluminum sheet to form around the mandrel into the desired airfoil shape. A slight spring-back
and insufficient forming near the leading edge required some manual forming to reduce the gap as
illustrated in Figure 39(a). This operation was followed by the manual forming of the tip portrayed
in Figure 39(b). The part was next mounted in the weld fixture and Operation 9 was performed
wherein a continuous weld was made along the strut leading edge and tip as shown in Figure 39(c).
The part on the left in Figure 39(d) depicts the leading edge seam after welding. The part on the right
shows how the leading edge looked after the weld seam cleanup of Operation 10 which is shown in
steps in Figures 40 (a) (b) and (c). Following cleanup the weld seams were subjected to a dye pene-
trant quality inspection check to detect any cracks or other flaws (See Figure 40(d) ). In all cases
the defects were repairable and were reworked in the weld shop.

With the strut bodies complete and accepted by the Quality Assurance Department, Operations
12 and 13 were accomplished. These consisted of drilling and countersinking holes in the strut and
riveting the airfoil shaped tension posts in place. These operations are illustrated in Figures 41 (a) (b)
(c) and (d). Prior to the rivet operation the hole in the strut and post were first coated with zinc
chromate. This was done to prevent leakage of exhaust gases from the strut.

During Operation 14 the base of the struts were flared. This is depicted in Figure 42(a) with
the completed flare shown in Figure 42(b). The final Operation 15 comprised a buffing cleanup
portrayed in Figure 42(c) which removed slight surface scratches which occurred during fabrication
as well as any zinc chromate residue on the strut surface.
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(a) Flaring Strut Bana

(b) Completed Flare

(c) Final Buff ing Clean-UP

Figure 42. Completion of the Propulsive Strut
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the Bench/Wind Tunnel Tests and Flight Tests of Phase I of this contract, certainS~technical conclusions were made which had a direct beadring on Phase 1i efforts.

1. A single row of N circular nozzles in a line, spaced 2 diameters center-to-center, when

C measured in the broadside direction, show noise levels not signiflcamtly different from N individual
nozzles, and when measured in the axial direction, a few dB quieter.

2. Closely-spaced multi-strut arrays generally produce less noise than an equal number of
widely-spaced single struts at high frequencies, and more noise at low frequencies. For arrays of 15
struts or more the noise at all frequencies and in the important directions appears to be proportional
to the number of struts, within experimental error.

3. The noise of individual jets increases linearly with frequency (the peak of the jet noise
frequency spectrum is well above 20 kHz). The higher frequencies are reduced by the combined effects
of (a) reduction of shear in a multi-strut array, (b) shielding of strut-nozzle noise due to reflection
and refraction off the surface of the wing, and (c) atmospheric attenuation. This decrease in the high-
frequency noise results in critical aural detection bands for a QRTV at 500 Hz or lower, even in the
presence of moderate aircraft maneuvers.

4. A useful QRTV can be produced by modification of a sailplane, using a GFE fanjet engine.

5. The predicted aural detectability of a Quiet Research Test Vehicle is significantly less than
other types of quiet aircraft.

6. A Quiet Research Test Vehicle could also demonstrate the aerodynamic advantages of
improved lift and resulting short takeoff obtained with this concept.

7. The predicted static jet propulsion noise in the lowest bands exceeds the aerodynamic
noise of the sailplane at the best speed for quiet cruise (50 knots). At 70 knots, the two noise com-
ponents are about equal.

8. The flight test evaluation of "dummy" propulsive struts installed on the upper surface of
a glider wing (Phase 1, Task 6) showed that the overall noise and detectability of the aircraft was not
adversely affected by the strut installation even though the "dummy" produced a drag increment
larger than that of the actual propulsive struts.

During Phase II the concept of a ground static test of the complete flight-weight propulsion
system installed in the test aircraft was introduced, reduced to a concrete approach, and incorporated
as a redirection to the contract. The analysis and detailed design of the installation of the quiet pro-
pulsive system in the Schweizer SGS 2-32 Sailplane was completed and showed that the test aircraft
modification can be accomplished in a safe and serviceable manner. The fabrication of the flight-
worthy propulsive struts was achieved by employing a punch and coin process which proved to be
much more economical and producible that the EDM process originally contemplated.

The purpose of this contract was to resolve technical questions in acoustics, propulsion,
structures, and aerodynamics in order to assess the feasibility of adapting the concept of propulsive
microjet struts to produce a Quiet Research Test Vehicle. All of the technical questions have been
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satisfactorily resolved to the degree possible short of a full scale installation and flight test. The majoi
remaining questions are: (1) does the jet engine produce noise (e.g., low-frequency combustion noise)
than can be attenuated in a feasible flight-weight engine/ducting installation; and (2) will the flow of
turbulent mixed air from the propulsive struts over the upper surface and trailing edge of the wing in
flight produce more noise than that measured during the static tests or than that of the wing itself?.
There appears to be no way of answering these questions in a definitive manner other than the pro-
posed full scale static propulsion tests and flight tests.

In addition to assuring the feasibility of the original concept, the contract has provided
sufficient data to indicate directions in which the original concept could be improved. In particular,
it has been shown that the proposed strut array produces low-frequency noise which is much greateil
than that extrapolated from individual nozzles or single strut tests. Also, the drag of the present strut
array is sufficient to seriously affect the dash speed capability of the aircraft. It appears likely that it
will be possible to accept slightly greater noise from single struts (by employing larger nozzles or more
rows of nozzles per strut) in order to reduce both the drag of the strut array and the low-frequency
noise of the strut.

The feasibility of this noise reduction concept could be demonstrated by means of a static
propulsion system test followed by flight tests of the complete QRTV.
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V. APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

DETAILED DESIGN OF THE SCHWEIZER SGS 2-32
SAILPLANE WING MODIFICATION FOR INSTALLATION

OF THE SPANWISE DUCT

I. GENERAL

The specific goal of this task was to achieve an expeditious modification of the Schweizer
SGS 2-32 wing to incorporate the spanwise duct which will supply engine exhaust gases to the
propulsive struts on the upper surface of the wing. In order to achieve this goal, it was necessary
to conduct a detailed structural analysis of the modified wing. In addition. certain other pertinent
factors were considered to the extent necessary to ensure overall safety in flight of this wing modi-
fication. These factors involved (I) The effects of temperature conditions within the wing pro-
duced by the hot exhaust gases flowing through the wing duct, (2) The change in wing loads pro-
duced by the installation of the trailing edge flap with the propulsive struts blowing, (3) The
change in wing flutter characteristics produced by the duct installation, and (4) The possible
changes in the operational limit load factor of the aircraft required due to the altered wing structure
and associated flight loads.

A. THERMAL ANALYSIS

Under conditions of maximum engine operation, the mixed exhaust gas temperatures from
the WR-19 will be approximately 550*F. Since these gases are distributed to the propulsion struts
located on the wing surface by means of a duct within the aluminum wing structure, heating of the
wing structure to temperatures in excess of 300°F was a possibility, with the associated detrimental
effect on the structure. Consequently, a study was conducted which has three primary objectives:
(1) predict the design structural temperatures of wing for both idle and maximum power con-
ditions, (2) design a thermal protection system to maintain all structural temperatures to less
than 3000 F and (3) verify the final design.

The basic wing structure consists of 0.025 inch aluminum skin riveted to a 1.0 inch high
"zee" section spaced 7.5 inches apart. In the vicinity of the 6AL-4V titanium exhaust duct, the
"zee" sections are fabricated from two 0.75 inch x 0.75 inch x 0.032 inch angles riveted together.*
Except for a few supports along the duct there is a 0.15 inch gap between the wing ribs and the
duct. During idle operation, the exhaust gas flows through the duct at a mach number of 0.1 and
a temperature of 350° F. During maximum power condition, these-values increased to 0.2 and
5500 F respectively.

For purposes of the thermal analysis, only the upper wing structure was analyzed. In the
region of the "zee" sections heat flows from the duct to the "'zee" sections by the combined modes
of radiation and conduction across the 0.15 inch air gap. 'onvection was not permitted in the gap
since the gap width is too narrow-to allow natural convection currents to develop. The heat then
flows by conduction through the two riveted joints to the aluminum skin. Natural convection
from both sides of the "zee" was considered. In the region between the wing ribs, the heat flows
from the duct to the aluminum skin by natural convection and radiation. The space between the
duct and the wing was conservatively assumed to be sealed from the external air stream hence this

*The thickness of the added angle was in most cases increased during the subsequent structural analysis.
Increased thickness and conductivity will lower the temperature of the inner flange, making the
analysis as presented here slightly conservative.
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temperature stabilizes at some value between the duct and outer skin temperature. In the actual
system, leakage of external boundary layer into this space will dfinitely exist and will tend to
reduce the predicted structural temperatures. The conditions of the external air stream were
specified as 70*F and 30 feet per second. Consequently, forced convection from the outer skin
to the air stream wag considered as a primary heat transfer mechanism.

On the basis of this thermal arrangement, equilibrium temperatures of the wing structure
were predicted using a finite difference steady state computer program for the ground idle mode
of operation. Figure A-I presents these results. The temperatures shown in this figure were then
used as the initial temperatures for the maximum power mode of operation. This assumed that
because of system checkout and taxiing, the time in the idle mode of operation would be greater
than the time required for the temperatures to stabilize. FigureA-2 presents the predicted tempera-
ture time histories for some of the more critical locations in the wing structure. The temperature
of the lower flange exceeds 3000F after 19 seconds in this condition. Since this time is less than
anticipated duration in this condition, this structural arrangement must be modified in order to
reduce the Structural temperatures.

A comparison of the amount of heat flow to the aluminum skin indicated that a consider-
able fraction of the total heat flow is a result of convection and radiation to the aluminum skin
in the area between the wing ribs. By eliminating this heat flow, the structural temperatures will
be below the 3000"F allowable. Employment of 1/2 inch of 6 pounds per cubic foot Dynaflex or
equivalent insulation will satisfy this condition. With this thermal structural arrangement, even the
stabilized temperatures will be less than 300°F. Figures A-3 and A-4 present the equilibrium
temperatures for the idle operational mode and maximum power operational mode, respectively.

This brief thermal analysis will probably require review and refinement at some future stage
of the wing design. One area which should be further considered is the wing-skin-and-doubler in the
area between the struts. Also it may be desirable to re-examine the postulated 70WF ambient air
temperature, and the possible necessity of considering full solar radiation on the upper skin, both of
which depend on the extent and nature of the intended flight test program.

B. WING LOADS DUE TO FLAP

Installation of the spanwise wing duct and propulsive stnrts precluded the use of the existant
dive brake on the SGS 2-32 Sailplane. In order to provide a det.irable speed control device, pro-
visions were made to incorporate a plain, unbalanced, trailing edge flap extending from the wing-
fuselage juncture to just outboard of the span of the propulsive struts (see Figure A-8). This flap
will permit low speed flight (reduced noise) with a suitable stall margin. In the deflected position, it
may produce a reduction in the trailing edge noise usually present with the struts blowing over the
upper surface of the wing.

The aerodynamic loads introduced on the wing by this flap were estimated by calculating the
chordwise wing load distribution for an NACA 633 618 airfoil equipped with a 16 percent chord
flap. These distributions are applicable to the QRTV and include the effect of strut blowing as de-
trnninied by the information in Reference (19) for estimating pertinent lift and angle of attack rela-
tionship%. The basic airfoil pressure distribution with the added loads due to flap deflection were
predicted using the methods contained in Reference (20). The derivatives of hinge moment as
functions of angle of attack and deflection were estimated in accordance with the methods of
Reference (21).
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Two nlight conditions at a 5 g (limit) load factor were investipted. Positive high angle of
attack (PHAA) was chosen to be approximately IS* which is near stall for the blown condition.
Positivc low angle of attack (PLAA) was selected to be that corresponding to a maximum speed of
100 knots.

Shown in Figure A-S are pres.sure distributions of the basic unflapped airfoil for three diff-
crunI angli'• of attack. Figure A-6 prusnts the total load distribution for the PH1AA condition with
AP" flap deflection. Figure A-7 gives the load distribution for the PLAA condition with 300 flap
deflection.

Table A-1 gives the flight conditions for which distributions are calculated and Table A-Il
the hinge moment variation with flap deflection for a given q. including the flap normal force at

300 deflection as determined from the load distribution.

These aerodynamic loads were employed in the structural analysis to ascertain the structural
integrity of the modified wing.

TABLE A-I. GUDER FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Weisht - 18001b
Wing Area - 180 sq ft
Flap Span (One Side) a 156 inches
Mean Flap Chord a 7.4S inches

F 6in bf V q
Co 1,16n 1W C o h (/sm idef)
PHAA 0 77.1 20.22 18

30 66.5 15.06 18

PLAA 0 98 32.7 11
30 100.8 34.5 2

TABLE A-2. FLAP HINGE MOMENT VARIATION WITH FLAP DEFLECTION

Fligmt C,•ond , i f (----I (ft•,-• b)(''

PHAA 0 66.5 -0.00547 -0.0121 0.0985 -7.43

15 66.5 -0.00547 -0.0121 -0.280 -21.1
30 66.5 -0.00547 -0.0121 -0.4615 -34.8 1.2 145.9
45 66.5 -0.00547 -0.0121 -0.643 -48.5
60 66.5 -0.00547 -0.0121 -0.8245 -62.2

PLAA 0 100.8 -0.00547 -0.0086 -0.0109 -1.88

15 100.8 -0.00547 -0.0086 -0.1399 -24.2
30 100.8 -0.00547 -0.0086 -0.268 -46.3 1.6 445
45 100.8 -0.00547 -0.0086 -0.3979 -68.7
60 100.8 -0.00647 -0.0066 -0.5269 -91.0
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Figure A-6. Load Distribution, NACA 633 618 Airfoil with Blowing Struts, 6 , 30' a 180
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Figure A-7. Load Distribution, NACA 633 618 Airfoil with Blowing Struts, 6 f - 30° a - 2*
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C. WING FLUTTER CHECK

Because of the rather extensive modifications necessary to install the spanwise duct and trail-
ing edge flap in the wing of the SGS 2-32 Sailplane, a general check of the flutter characteristics of
the resulting configuration was considered advisable. The results of this analysis are summarized in
this section.

Basic wing data pertinent to the flutter analysis are:

Slan 57 ft.

Wing Area 180 sq ft

Root Chord ((L) 57 in.

Chord at Wing Sta 16 55.2 in.

Mean Geometric Chord 37.9 in.

Tip Chord 19 in.

Aspect Ratio 18.05

From information contained in Reference 22:

Center of gravity-average axis 37 percent chord

Air load reference axis 26.6 percent chord

Torsional reference axis 33.3 percent chord

From information contained in Reference 23 relative to vibration modes:

Wing bending mode frequency (sym.) - 37 rad/sec

Wing torsional mode frequency (sym.) - 232 rad/sec

The original wing weight was 430 lb. Parts of the wing which must be removed to achieve
the installation of the duct and flap were estimated to be 47.5 lb.

Items to be added were estimated to be:

Duct and installation 213 lb
Rib reinforcement 17.3 lb
Trailing edge flap 23 lb

253.3 lb
-47.5 jAssumed to be 9 in. from

Added increment 205.8 lb Ic.g. of section
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For the purposes of this check of wing flutter characteristics, it was assumed that there would
be no change in the stiffness properties.

The changes in mass and inertia of the wing in the vicinity of spunwise duct were estimated

using average existing wing properties as a basis.

Wing weight per foot = 7.55 lb/ft

Wing inertia per foot = 6.28 lb ft' /ft

Wing section radius of gyration = 0.912 ft

The incremental increase in these quantities in the area of the spanwise duct as a result of the
wing modifications and installations were evaluated to be 7.44 lb/ft and 7.44 lb ft2 /ft. respectively.
The corresponding new values for the modified wing in the duct area will be:

Modified wing weight per foot = 14.99 lb/ft

Modified wing inertia per foot - 14.72 lb ft /ft

Modified wing section radius of gyration = 0.992 ft

The appropriate ratios between the modified wing and the original wing in the duct area will
be:

Weight ratio a 1.98

Inertia ratio - 2.37

Accordingly, the wing bending mode frequency will be reduced to 26 rad/sec and the wing
torsional frequency to 150 rad/sec.

Flutter velocities for both the original and modified wing were computed using the approxi-
mate formula derived in Reference 24 for this wing with the reference section at wing station 214 and
a reference chord of 2.7 feet.

V3 d 3 mrk' (dIk2 +X) (T -2 -ti?) +4

2!. PO pJl(dIk' + 5 A2)y+4d3 ds Xk2
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where:

0dllna Modified

di Constants depaendKnt on tapw ratio and evaluated from 1.4 1.4
d3 j Reference 22. 1.5 1.5
ds 0.96 0.96
Mr Mass per foot run (slugp/ft) 0.234 0.466

k Radius of gyration - reference chord 0.338 0.367

X Distance of c.g. aft of torsional axis - refmernce chord 0.037 0.061
y Distanceof air load forward of torsional axis+ reference

chord 0.067 0.067

W1 Wing torsional frequency (rad/mI) 232 150
(4 Wing bending frequency (rad/sec) 37 26

Nondimensional lift derivative 2.2 2.2

V Flutter veltzity (ft/sec) 1360 1050

Results of this study indicate a 23 percent reduction in flutter speed of the modified wing
from the original sailplane wing. They also confirm the high flutter speed (1300 fps) implied in
Reference 23 which considered investigations of the wing torsion/bending flutter unnecessary due to the
large separation between the wing bending and torsional frequencies. In the case of the modified
wing, the modal frequencies have been estimated to reduce such that they will remain well separated.

Summarizing the results of this study together with the restrictions anticipated in the flight
envelope, no wing flutter problems for the modified sailplane are invisioned.

A brief consideration of the flap dynamic stability indicated that the flap will have similar
mass and stiffness properties to that of the ailerons except for control surface stiffness, which will
be higher for the flap. Hence, the modal frequencies of the flap will be higlher than the first and
second wing symmetric bending modal frequencies. Because the flap actuator is located at the in-
board end only, mass balancing may be required to prevent inertial coupling with the wing torsion
modes. Also, ground tests may be required to check flap torsional modal frequencies, circuit stiff-
ness and backlash.
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D. DESIGN LOAD FACTORS

For wing bending and torsion, the design stress levels in wing spars and skin were taken to
be the same as for the unmodified aircraft. For these loads, the design load factors for the modified
aircraft were taken to be those of the unmodified aircraft divided by the ratio of the gross weights,
(1770/1340) - 1.32. The ultimate load factor is therefore (8.25)/1.32 - 6.25g, and the limit load
"factor would traditionally be taken as 6.25/1.5 = 4.16g. (If due to subsequent changes the gross
weight should increase, these load factors would decrease further.)

The gross-weight ratio gives a slightly conservative estimate since it assumes that the distri-
bution of weight between wings and fuselage is the same for both modified and unmodified aircraft.
Since proportionately more weight has really been added to the wings than to the fuselage, the wing
bending loads will be slightly lower than indicated by the ratio of gross weights. On the other hand,
that portion of the aerodynamic load which is carried by the flap is now applied to the wing structure
as point loads at the hinges, rather than as distributed loads. This causes local bending and torsion
stresses which could be slightly larger than in the unmodified wing. It is concluded that the simple
calculation of load factors based on gross weight ratio is adequate.

The bending and torsion load factors define the requirements for the wing spars and skins.
The loads which define the strength requirements of the modified wing ribs, on the other hand, are
aerodynamic loads and flap loads, which are considerably different from those of the unmodified wing.

The design loads for the wing ribs are based on a symmetrical aerodynamic load of 5g at 1800
lb gross weight. The structure of the ribs is designed for 1.5 times these loads, corresponding to an
ultimate load factor of 7.5g. For different gross weights, this factor should be divided by (gross weight/
1800 lb). Since this ultimate load factor is larger than that of wing bending, the lower value should
govern.

The factor of safety of 1.5 between the ultimate load and the limit load, is used throughout
the aircraft industry, by specification, with the tacit or explicit expectation that the structure will be
proven by a static structural test to ultimate load. At ultimate loads, permanent deflection and yielding
are permitted and expected. In the present case, it would bNe uneconomic to conduct such a (destructive)
test on a modified wing. As an alternative, it is recommended that a factor of 2 between ultimate and
limit loads be used. It is felt that this will be an adequate allowance for any inadvertent discrepancies
between the analysis and the hardware due to material, workn anship or approximations used in the
loads or the analysis. The use of a factor of 2 for ultimate-to-limit loads has been used in lieu of static
testing for a number of cases in prototype aircraft by the Air Force.

Using this factor, the limit load factor for the modified wing is (6.25/21 =A.72.g, at 1770 lb gross
weight. At other gross weights, the limit load factor for the wing will be 3.22( Ueig.

kgross weight')/

This load factor is only one of the loads needed to define the operating envelope of the aircraft.
Other operating limits may exist due to wing or tail loads due to maneuvering or gusts, landing vertical
velocity, etc. At the time the aircraft is constricted, a separate report on operating limits must be pre-
pared in order to describe the limits within which test flying must be conducted. At the time of prepa-
rition of the operating limits report, formal approval of the factor to be used between ultimate load and
limit load should be approved by the agency responsible for the flight test.
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II. WING DESIGN MODIFICATION

The actual modifications to the SGS 2-32 wing for installation of the spanwise duct and
trailing edge flap will be achieved in several sequential steps:

* Deactivation of the existing dive brake,

* Installation of the trailing edge flap and actuation system.

& Removal of a portion of the wing upper skin between spurs over the space occupied
by the duct,

& Remove the material in those ribs necessary to provide clearance for the duct,

* Installation of the duct,

• Replacement of rib structure with added doublers, and

0 Replacement of skin with strut clearance holes, doublers, and flexible seal.

Figure A-8 depicts the general layout of the spanwise duct and trailing edge flap in the left
panel of the Schweizer 2-32 Sailplane wing. The duct location will preclude the use of the existing
dive brake, which must either be removed or securely fastened down for the QRTV configuration.
The actuation system for this dive brake must be disconnected.

The trailing edge flap will replace the dive brake as a speed control device, and may also
serve to reduce trailing edge noise in the deflected position. While detailed design of the flap and
actuation system was beyond the scope of this task, certain aspects of the design were considered
to establish design of the wing modifications. As can be seen in Figure A-8, the flap is made up of
two sections - one extending from the wing-fuselage juncture to wing station 79.5, and the other
from this station to wing station 172. This division of the flap evolved from evaluation of the wing
bending deflection under air load. With a single flap section hinged at each end, the gap at the mid-
span of the flap would have become excessive as the wing deflected. Placing a hinge at the midpoint
would have introduced binding in one or more of the flap hinges. Dividing the flap in two appro-
priate sections with hinges at the ends of each section will produce minimal gaps along the flap
leading edge as the wing deflects. Pinning the two flap segments together at the trailing edge will
tie them together and permit actuation of the flap by means of a bell crank system with the fuselage.
Actuation of the flap in this way will produce some windup in the flap along its span. A brief check
indicated the degree of windup will not be excessive. Incorporation of a curtain type seal in the
flap-wing gap will provide suitable flap effectiveness.

To install the spanwise duct within the wing, it will be necessary to remove the upper wing
skin between the two main spars from the wing-body juncture to approximately wing station 172.
This will be accomplished by drilling out the flush head rivets which attach the skin to the wing
structure.

With this portion of the wing skin removed, the interior of the wing will be accessible which
will permit cutting through the rib caps and cutting out that portion of the rib webs necessary to
clear the duct cross-sectional shape. A typical wing duct section is shown in Figure A-9. This
figure also shows the general construction of the wing duct of formed and welded titanium sheet
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with the titanium "Z" sections which serve as duct wall stiffeners as well as standoffs for the porous
stainless steel acoustic liner. The titanium angles welded to the top of the fore and aft duct walls
provide a means of attaching the removable backup plate through which the propulsive struts
protrude.

Figure A-10 depicts a typical wing rib as modified to accommodate the spanwise duct. Each
duct section is attached to the wing structure by a kinematic suspension which provides freedom
for differential expansion of the ducting with respect to the wing, while restraining the duct in six
degrees of freedom. This suspension system is designed to absorb duct thrust and pressure loads,
permitting normal wing bending without introducing loads into the duct or wing, and isolating duct
vibration from the wing structure for acoustic attenuation.

Before installing the duct, reinforcing flanged doublers will be riveted to the fore and aft
ends of the rib. The lower rib cap, which comprises a flange on the remainder of the rib web. will
be stiffened by means of a formed aluminum angle. After duct installation, the upper rib will be
installed together with a formed aluminum stiffener which will extend fore and aft of the cut out
section and be riveted to the doubler plates.

The wing upper skin will be replaced by a sheet of the same gage as the original, but per-
fortted with clearance holes for the propulsive struts. A doubler plate similarily perforated will be
riveted to the underside of the skin to maintain skin shear sttength. Before attaching this doubler,
a thin elastomeric sheet, slotted to the same pattern as the strut array, will be adhered to both the
underside of the skin and the upper surface of the doubler plate. This sheet will provide a seal
around each strut to keep moisture and dirt out of the wing interior. The skin will be installed
by sliding it down over the struts and fastening it in place. The resulting overall arrangement of
this unique quiet jet propulsion system is shown schematically in Figure A-1 I.
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Ill. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The Schweizer SGS 2-32 sailplane wing requires structural changes to accommodate installa-
tion of the wing duct which provides the mixed exhaust gas from the Williams Research Corporation
WR-19 turbofan engine to an arrangement of microjet thrusting struts on the wing upper surface.
Structural chang•s required include (a) a new root rib at wing station 18.75 to accommodate the
exhaust duct transition section, (b) new wing ribs at all other rib stations aft of the main spar in the
region of the spanwise wing ducts, (c) addition of local support points on the ribs for the spanwise
wing duct, (d) addition of local doublers to reinforce the cutouts in the upper wing skin for the
microjet thrusting struts.

The installation requires the riveting of the aerodynamic spoiler to make it inoperative. A
trailing edge flap is added aft of the rear spar. Each flap section is supported on two hinges at wing
stations 27.0 and 72.0 for the inboard flap and at wing stations 87.0 and 154.0 for the outboard flap.
Ribs at these wing stations provide local support points for the flap hinge brackets.

/

Basically, the strength of the upper wing skin is maintained by doubler reinforcement around
the cutouts for the struts. Each rib aft of the main spar outboard to wing station 166 is completely
redesigned. The flexural and torsional characteristics of the wing are not affected. The redesigned
ribs distribute the local aerodynamic airload pressures, inertia loads from the wing ducts, and flap
hinge loads into the wing while maintaining the airfoil shape. Internal loads distribution in the wing
main spar, upper and lower skin surfaces, rear spar, and root rib is assumed to be same as used in
Reference (25).

Both the trailing edge flap and wing ducts are installed such that the wing is unrestrained in
flexure and torsion. The clearances required are obtained from the static test deflection curves ob-
tained from Reference (26). Thermally, the adjacent wing structure heats to various temperatures
depending on operating conditions. Proper accounting due to reduced mechanical properties at
temperatures are included in the analysis. The pertinent critical loading conditions, loads, deflections,
internal stresses and strength margins of safety are summarized in this section.

A. CRITICAL DESIGN-CONDITIONS AND LOADS

The structural design criteria established in Section I.D. of this report were used. The
critical design conditions for each major structural element of the wing modification are summarized
in Table A-3.

The applied wing airload pressures, wing root attachment loads and wing skin shear flows are
obtained from Reference (25). External airloads and consequent hinge moments for the trailing edge
"flap at various angular setting& are obtained from Section I.B. of this Appendix.

The airload pressures and trailing edge flap loads are distributed into the wing box beam by
the ribs. The method of reacting the running rib load due to the airload pressures is shown on
Figure A-I 2 and due to the trailing edge flap hinge load in Figure A-I 3. The trailing edge flap loads
are identified on Figure A-14 and shown in Table A-4. The design loads for the root attachment
rib at wing station 18.75 are shown in Figure A-I 5. The internal rib load distribution (i.e., shear.
axial load and bending moment) are presented with the strength analysis in Section C of this,
Appendix.
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TABLE A-3
SUMMARY OF CRITICAL DESIGN CON DITIONS FOR THE WING VODIFKCATION

Ellsommut m. Dswlpd"

Wing Ribs W-1 Airloads obtained fromn Reference 25, pegs 57 throus 66 reactes'da
W.2*w sh an Figure A-112. Typical fora&H ribs.
W-2 Hinge, loadk from the traiding edge flopaps pramnted in Figure A-14 and

Tabile A,4 reactad ashown in Figure A-13.

Root Rib at Wing W-3 Wing attachrment loads obtained from Referance 25. pagw 51 ashown
Sta. 18.75 in Figure A-15.
Wing Skin W-4 Upper skin surface shear flow obtained from Reference, 25 on page.i

__ __ 39 aid40

TABLE A-4'
SUMMARY OF TRAILING EDGE FLAP LIMIT LOADS

Flap Saessmlipagnees

Land or Mment 30*0

Hinge Moenwrt (in-lW) 13572 409.A

(j11lbin) 2.13 2.02
qm (lb/in) 1.01.70

fib/min 1.290.2
, (lb) 156.22 53.10
2 (lb) 105.29 42.06

R3  fib) 183.63 67.69
R4 (1W 306.63 110.66

Rs fib) 79.72 25.74

R, fib) 226.20 83.23

A (lb) 226.20 8=.2

Sign Convntcion rositive up nornial it) The chord.
qi. qm. qt*

Chord

R,. R,. R,. R,,

+ mPid + R. AsImwn in Viguic A-14 and iii the fore and art direction.

+ I linge Momecnt .Airload muoves trailing edge up.
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t t t r =1811:2 lb (WM 7.144 Wmi) r

Rap

_______________ 25.2 in.

F.S. R.S.
33-1/3% C 90% C

Assurneul to be uniformly distributed between the forward and aft spars. Also asume the rib
between the spars is cantilevered off the forward spar.

Distance between main spars - (0.80 - 0.333) 54.0 - 25.2 inces

NOTE: Forward spar is at 33-1/3% C
Rear spar is at 80% C
Chord Length -54.0 inches

Wing loading (applied) -7.444 pat

Limit load factor - 5.25 g

Ultimate load factor - 5.25 x 1.5 - 82

Rib spacing at rib stations 18.75 to 27 - 8.25 in.
27 to 34.5 - 7.50 in.

8.25 + 7.50
Average rib spacing at Station 27 - -_____ 7.875 inches

2
7.444 (8.25)

Pult - 144 (54) (7.875) - 181.321lb

181.32
-ul - =7.144 lb/inch (ult)

Figure A-1 2. Wing Station 27 Rib (Inboard Flap Hinge Support Rib) - Typical Rib Loading
Due to Airloads at All Stiffening Ribs
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1 R

Rl R

R q, Flop

% Hinge

qs Reacting skin shear flows to the hinge load cordwise component

qCl Reacting main spar web shear flow to hinge load vertical component

R Reacting toad at main spar to balance rib

Figure A-I 3. Wing Station 27 Rib (Inboard Flap Hinge Support Rib) - Typical Rib Loading
Due to Flap Loads at Flap Hinge Support Ribs
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1920 l b

70t7 lb/inn

702 lb/i

1750 lb (ult) 255i.1750 lb (ult)

Ref. (27) Page 27 for Limit Torsional Moment =29,750 in-lb
Flight Condition IV is critical

Ultimate Torsional Moment - 1.5 (29,750) .44,625 in-lb.

44,625
Couple Forces -2.5 - - 1750 lb (ult)

Ref. (25) Pages 49 and 51 for Torsional Shear Flows

Applied q - 70 lb/in ultimate

Total enclosed area - 135.3 + 183.2 - 318.5 in2

(nose) +- (main to rear spar)

Torsion Check 70.0 x (2 x 318.5) - 44,625 in-lb

Reacting Load - 20135.3) (70) . 1920 lb
9.85

Figure A-I 5. Root Rib at Wing Station 1 8.75 -Design Loads
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The method used for reacting the externally applied loads on the modified ribs is the same as
the analysis used in Reference (25) for the existing ribs. The method is shown to be conservative by
the following analysis: The SGS 2-32 wing in the outboard stations is a two-cell box beam with a
main spar at 33-1/3 percent of the chord and a rear spar at 80 percent of the chord that reacts trailing
edge loads with skin and rear spar shear flows aft of the main spar. Reacting shear flows, calculated
for a unit trailing edge flap hinge load of 100 lbs., in the wing skins and spars are shown in Figure
A-I 6. The analysis verifies the elastic axis location stated in Reference (25) as being practically on
the main spar. Wing airload pressures to be distributed into the wing by each rib are similarly reacted.
Therefore, the simplified analysis method used in Reference (25) is verified and was used for the re-
mainder of the rib analyses.

B. WING DEFLECTIONS AND CLEARANCES

The trailing edge flaps and spanwise wing ducts are installed in each wing in a determinate
attachment arrangement. Vertical wing deflections are not restrained. Proper clearances, however,
are required to prevent interference. Vertical deflections of the wing trailing and leading edges were
measured during static test for the critical flight conditions as reported in Reference (26). These
deflections are summarized in Table A-5 and plotted in Figure A-I 7. Each flap or duct section will
span as a straight line between each of its respective attachment points. In the case of the trailing
edge flap, a clearance greater than 0.250 inch is needed as shown in Figure A-I 7. For a duct section,
a clearance greater than 0. 100 inch was established.

C. STRENGTH ANALYSIS

All the ribs are reinforced between wing stations 18.75 to 154.0 because of the cutout re-
quired for the wing duct installation. Each rib is reinforced in a similar manner. The most critical
ribs are at the root for both wing stations 18.75 and 27.0, at the outboard hinge of the inboard flap
at wing station 72.0 and at the most outboard hinge of the outboard flap at wing station 154.0.
Analysis is presented in this section for these critical ribs. The root rib at wing station 18.75 requires
reinforcing for the large cutout created by the engine exhaust duct transition section.

Each rib is analyzed as a redundant frame type structure using conventional methods. The
internal load distributions are calculated and the margins of safety for strength are determined.

The structural reinforcement consists of cutting the existing rib to clear the wing duct, then
riveting in the formed sheet metal stiffening members that are required. These consist of 2024-T3
Alclad-aluminum alloy formed channels along the main and rear spars and 2024-T3 Alclad-aluminum
alloy formed angles along the-upper and lower skin surfaces. For the rib at wing station 18.75,
7075 aluminum alloy is used. The angles overlap the channels to provide for load interchange
around the edges of the cutout. At the rear spar, an additional formed 2024-T3 Alclad-aluminum
alloy angle is placed along the web of the rear spar and the lower skin surface for added support for
each flap hinge fitting.
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a. Shea Flows Due to 100 lb Applied at the Show Center

2.66o -'vy 2(4.422 .60 .-.2

7l0.21 In.2
35.0 0.032 0.032

Fo C2l 1Alst* 64,- 7q 1941 in 0 So2n 1 - .1Ir.5

S16.15 --. .. 22.65

F - qd/C - = 4 0&W ----- b----
S~33-6/%J C 60%C

° lyy ,,2 (4.42)2 1.50 + 2 (1.320• 0.21 - 58.5 + 0.73 -58.23 in.*

111 I:An 0.47 Ib/in

_ (Cloelwiso Shearm we Positive)

For Call I1 •qds/t w 1674 qI - 177 q2 - 1941 - 0 Solving q, a 1.011lb/irr.
For Coll2 #~qds/t a -177qn'+ 1268 ch + 1980- 0 q2 a-1.42 1b/in.

M at Point (1) Elastic Axis Location
(-220 (1.42) + 296 (1.01) + 0.47 (2.65) (22.62)l/100 = e - 12/100 - 0.12 in.

Shear Center - 0.12 in. Aft of Main Spar

8.65 lb/in. 1.48 lb/in.

1.42 Ib/in. t..j 1.01 lb/in.

100 lb

b. Shear Flows Due to Applied Torsion Load of 100 lb X 24.6 in.

For Pure Torsion
Twist of Call 1 - Twist of Cell 2 or 2A, G - 2A2G

where ,1 q3 ds/t
2A, G

(1674q, -177q 2 ) 220- (-177q, + 1268q 2 )296
1912qI -1877q2) - 0
1.01 q, - q 2 - 0 Practically Equal
T - 100 (24.6) - 516qI

q- - q., - 2460/516 - 4.75lb/in.

c. Total Shear Flow for 100 lb Trailing Edge Flap Hinge Load
5.76 lb/in.

I ~ 6.23 lb/in

3.33 8.65 lb/in i

5.76 Ib/ifl 1'0 l)

Figure A- 16. Unit Wing Shear Flows at Sta. 72.0
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TABLE A-5
VERTICAL WING DEFLECTIONS AT 100% UNIT LOAD

"Na SWAIm PRW coI~ hlm n I .IW n 0, do m III A1,t Comdits IV

4 17 3.31 - 328 a0.03 in. 5.88 5.80 - 0.08 in. &.06- 4.93 w 0.12 in.
6 109 7.83 -4.91 - 2.92 in. 4.85- 2.27 - 2.58 in. 7.96- 5.86 - 2.12'in.
8 202 L.E. 12.10-3.21 - 8.89 in. 11.163- &27 - 7.89 in. 12.64 - 6.09- 6.53 in.

10 270 17.97. 3.62 - 14.35 in. 16.87- 4.57 a 12.30 in. 14.68. 3.18 - 11.70 in.
12 342 23.65 - 0.86 - 22.79 in. 23.25 - 3.96 - 19.30 in. 24.27.6.80 - 17.47 in.

5 17 2.42 -2.39 - 0.03 in. 4.65- 4.56- 0 in. 3.80 - 3.85 a 0.05 in.
7 109 12.77 -9.87 - 2.90 in. 11.50- 9.10 - 2.40 in. 9.22-7.69 - 1.53 in.
9 202 T.E. 11.88- 2.95 - 8.93 in. 13.29- 5.91 - 7.38 in. 11.86- 6.15- 5.71 in.

"11 270 17.24 -3.0 - 14.15 in. 1.87 - 3.94 - 11.93 in. 13.18 - 2.28 - 10.90 in.

I

I.
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1. Root Rib at Wing Station 18.75

The critical loading condition is Condition W-3 with applied loads shown in
F'gure A-I S. The frame is idealized u a serues of finite elements. The design internal shear, axial load
and bending moment variation is shown in Figure A-18. The critical sections are analyzed for the
minimum margins of sufety s follows:

Section at Element 8

.040
0 0A - 0.275 mr2

I - 0.0192 in.K
&561- -

N Af Temp- 15eF

0.125

Axial Load =-2100tb lb= 115in-Ib Ref. Figure A-18
Moment - 1115in.-Ib

f - 210 1115 (0.561) = -7300- 32,500 = -40,800psi
0.2875 0.0192

b 0.669S= .---63 10.62 aF 42,500 psi Ref (8) 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy
t F.6

42,500

M.S. 42--00 -1 +0.042
40,800

Shear Transfer from Angle to Web

Angle: Flange Force = 40,800 (0.063) (0.70) = 1799
Web Force 1/2(40,800) (0.063) (0.561) 721
Total Angle Force = 2520 lb (Ultimate)

6 Rivets (forcu/riveti = 420 lb

Allowable for 5/16 in. Diameter Rivet in Shear = 596 lb
596

M.S. 42u0 " = +0.42
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s ection at Element 10

0.040

0.063

A L0.3512 in.2

1.00 0.0670in. 4

Temp. o125

Axial Load - -25001b Figurb A-18
Moment a i200 in.-lb

-2500 - 1200(1.00) = -7120 -12,350 -19,470psi
0.3512 0.0970

b 0.669
- -10.62 U 42,500 psi Ref. (8) 7075-T6

t 0.063r Aluminum Alloy

42,500
M.- I +.19

19,470

2. Intermediate Rib at Wing Station 72.0

The rib at wing station 72.0 is the most highly loaded rib. The critical loading condi-
tion is a combination of conditions W-1 and W-2 as shown in Figures A-I 2 and A-I 3. The idealized
frame of finite elements; applied loads; and internal shear, axial load and bending moment variation

is shown in Figures A-19 and A-20. The critical section is analyzed for the minimum margin of safety
as follows:

Section at Element 8

J0.032
0.063 A - 0.158 in.2

0.362 1II I - 0.01737 in.'• . - - . __ n.&.

0.032 Tmp- 1500°F
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Axial Load 1,090 lb Ref. Figur ,e 9 alnd A-20
Moment , -900 in. lb

0 o90 900(0362)
(skin) 0.158 0.01737

1 -17,000 psi (Ultimate)

b 0.625 - 0.016 = 12.7 28,500 p (at 8TF)
0.032 + 0.016 F Ref. (4) 2024-T3 Aluminum Alloy

Temperature Factor for 1500F, 2024-T3 Aluminum Alloy a 0.96

SF (150°F) - 0.96(28,500) - 27,400 psi (Ultimate)

M.S. - 27400- +0.61
17, 000

3. Other Wing Ribs

The strength of all the other ribs is based on a comparison with the analysis presented
for the rib at wing station 72.0. Ribs at wing stations 27, 87, and 154 also provide support for a
trailing edge flap hinge. For the other lightly loaded ribs, the thickness of the reinforcement is
reduced from 0.063 to 0.050 inch. The other ribs are nearly identical in construction with loadings
lower than for wing station 72.0. Therefore, all the other ribs are considered structurally adequate.

4. Wing Skin

Cutouts are required in the upper wing skin where the struts are located above the wing
ducts. The structural approach taken is that a 0. 100 inch thick 2024-T3 aluminum alloy will be
bonded to the 0.032 inch thick skin to provide sufficient strength to carry the applied ultimate
shear flow. This approach assures no change in the basic wing structure which consists of a 2-cell
box beam. Some stiffening will occur in the region of the cutout with some tendency of the
doubler-skin combination to resist wing bending momenL This will be minimal since the material
is located close to the wing section neutral axis.

In carrying shear loads across cutouts, the doubler-skin combination provides effective
truss load paths between the cutouts. Allowables are based on buckling of the doubler-skin where
compressive loadings occur. To verify the structural adequacy and design, an element shear test is
recommended for this element. Standard shear load fixtures are available in the Bell-Aerospace
general laboratories for conducting a test on a representative section of the doubler reinforced skin.
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APPENDIX B
HOT TEST OF A PRODUCTION STRUT

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The purpose of this test was to verify that the quiet propulsion struts (BAC drawing No.
7389-430065) as manufactured in production are structurally adequate for use on a test aircraft.

The criteria for structural adequacy were established as: ability to withstand takeoff
temperature and 1.33 times takeoff pressure for repeated cycles without excessive growth (limit
load), plus ability to withstand takeoff temperature and 2 times takeoff pressure without pulling
out the rivet (ultimate load). (Even opening of a rivet hole would not affect flight safety, since
opening of all of the rivets would only result in some thrust loss due to leakage, not flameout of
the engine; the increase in drag due to swelling of all the struts after rivet pulling could increase
drag by up to 30%, but this is well within the capability of the engine even with the increased
nozzle area.)

After an initial failure, it was found that the rivets (used as tension posts) had not been
upset properly. After some investigation of possible repairs, it was determined that the rivet could
be replaced and properly upset, using "w-condition" ("as quenched" or "ice box") rivets. The test
part was repaired using this technique and successfully passed the tests, plus an additional 3-hour
'creep' test at takeoff temperature and pressure. All of the production struts were reworked using
the proven repair technique.

TEST ARTICLE

The test article was a production strut. For this test, the strut was welded to a test seal
plate similar to the seal-plate to be used for multi-strut flight articles. The hole in the seal plate was
made large enough to pass the largest production strut. The strut used was the smallest of approxi-
mately a dozen random samples of the production run. The weld was made in the same manner
proposed for flight articles. A small leak (insignificant from propulsion or acoustic criteria)
occurred at the strut leading edge. It is believed that this can be eliminated in production by a
slight revision in the weld technique. A pretest photo of the test strut is shown in Figure B-I.

To permit static testing, the nozzles were plugged with a flexible elastomer. This permitted
testing in a small closed oven. The resultant static loading is conservative (higher than the actual
flight load) since the elastomer transmitted hydrostatic loads, while flow would reduce pressures
in the vicinity of the nozzles. The temperature of the metal in the oven was set equal to the pre-
dicted exhaust-gas stagnation temperature. This is also conservative, since with the hot gas on the
inside and ambient slip-stream flow on the outside, the metal temperature at takeoff has been cal-
culated to be at least 50*F cooler than the internal gas temperature.

After initial failure of the rivet, a repair technique was established, consisting of drilling
out the old rivet to accept a larger diameter soft rivet. When this repair was made to the test part,
the hole was drilled off-center to the extent that half of the formed head of the old rivet was not
removed; the resulting formed head of the new rivet had to be spread to fill both the old and new
countersinks. This represented a 'worst case' for the repair technique, since any less desirable
repair would Sequire scrapping of the strut. If this strut passed the relatively severe hot pressure
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tests, it was felt that the repaired production struts would indeed be flightworthy. The test part
was assembled to a small plenum chamber with an asbestos gasket and a backup plate simulating the
flight strut assembly.

TEST APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A thermostatically controlled electric oven was used. The oven contained a fan which forced
hot air over the test part to ensure uniform temperature. Temperature of the strut metal was moni-
tored by a chromel-alumel thermocouple close to the base of the strut (slowest to heat up). The
specified temperature was maintained t 10F. Pressure (dry nitrogen) was supplied to the plenum
chamber through a precision regulator valve; the leakage through the asbestos gasket was such that
a continuous flow was required. Plenum pressure was monitored through a separate line to ensure
that no line-pressure drops occurred. The pressure meter was a Heise precision gage, 0-60 psig,
accurate to less than 0. 1 psig. Specified pressures were maintained *0. 1 psig.

The test procedure consisted of repeated pressure cycling tests at a series of fixed tempera-
tures. Each pressure cycle consisted of increasing pressure gradually from zero to the test level in
about one minute, hold at test level for one minute, and decrease to zero in another minute. Strut
thickness was measured at three locations away from the rivet heads with a micrometer or a micro-
meter caliper before and after each series of pressure cycles, with the strut at room temperature.
The schedule of temperatures and pressure cycles is shown inTable B-I. An additional creep test was
added, holding the strut at takeoff temperature and pressure for 3.0 hours (equivalent to approxi-
mately 200 takeoffs, representative of one or two years of experimental flight testing). This creep
test was inserted prior to the 'ultimate' test.

TABLE B-I
TEST SCHEDULE OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE CYCLES

Tat fProm. No. of C Remuks
0 Pretest

Measurement
1 350eF 3 psig 1,3,10 Cruise
2 350 6 1,3,10 2 x Cruise
3 5W0 6 1,3,10 Takeoff
4A 550 6 1 Three Hour

Creep Test
(200 takeoffs)

5 560 8 1,3.10 1.33 x Takeoff
6 550 12 1.3,10 2 x Takeoff
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TEST RESULTS

Initial Tests

Results of Tests I through 3 are shown in Table B-2. After 22 minutes of Test 4A, the lower
rivet pulled through the skin, terminating the test. Prior to this failure, the growth of the strut was
"insignificant.

Analysis of Failure and Repairs

A photograph of the strut with the failed rivet is shown in Figure B-2; a closeup of the pulled
out rivet head is shown in Figure B-3.

The reason for the failure was determined by sectioning several of the riveted struts (not the
test strut). Typical rivet appearances were found to be as shown in Figure B-4a. It is apparent that
the forming of the rivet head has not resulted in mushrooming and clamping of the skin, but instead
the rivet shank has increased in diameter by nearly 20%, enlarging the hole in the post, displacing the
countersunk skin m&bterWil, raising the skin away from the post, and providing no appreciable

* clamping action.

The first attempt at a repair was to weld the rivet to the skin. This would make a gas-tight
seal and a good mechanical connection, if good fusion to the rivet could be achieved. The typical
results of several tests are illustrated in Figure B-4b. Some good welds to the rivet were successful
(lower) but frequently the rivet did not bond to the skin (upper). Two reasons for this appeared to
be (a) the lack of good clamping of the skin, after the rivet was melted, and (b) the rivet material
(4117) is not considered readily weldable.

The next attempt at repair was to weld the skin directly to the post. The skin (6061-TO) is
readily weldable with the 4043 weld wire and the post is cast 356 aluminum, also readily weldable.
To clean the material and the casting scale, a hole of 0.093 inch to 0.125 inch diameter was drilled
through the skin into the post, about 1/4 inch from the rivet. The arrangement is self-fixturing to a
degree, since the rivet should retain the skin. A copper 'chill' consisting of a 1/4 inch thick copper
plate with a 3/8 inch diameter, 100* countersink hole was fabricated to be placed over the weld to
keep the heating and distortion of the strut to a minimum.

The resulting welds and problems are illustrated in Figtre B-4c. The clamping action of the
rivet and chill was not adequate to prevent the skin from lifting off the post. The residual material
on the interior surfaces (casting scale, mill scale, zinc chromate) could not be adequately cleaned,
resulting in cracked and porous welds. No assurance could be given of adequate welds by external
inspection or X-Ray. The welding approach was therefore abandoned, in favor of mechanical
methods.

Two mechanical approaches were tried. In one, a 4-40 screw hole was drilled, tapped and
countersunk next to the existing rivet (same location as the welds of Figure B-4c all the way through
the strut). A flat-headed aluminum screw slightly longer than the strut thickness was used. The
threaded end of the screw was riveted or peened to prevent the screw from backing out. This
appeared acceptable, except that a tolerance problem might exist because the posts in the production
struts might be slightly cocked, and leakage around the screwhead would be hard to avoid. The
method appeared expensive, and also would not prevent leakage around the old rivet.
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The second mechanical approach was to replace the existing rivet, It was believed that the
reason that the existing rivet was unsatisfactory was due to the fact that the rivet was harder than the
material around it. The 4117-(T4) rivet shank was not being restrained by the relatively thin walls of
the (cast Al 356) post, or by the 606140) annealed skin. However, if the rivet were in either the
annealed or quenched condition, it could be properly upset into the countersunk skin. This was
demonstrated by reheat treating some of the original rivets and inserting them in drilled-out holes.
This was partially successful, but two problems arose. In the drilling process, the posts were fre-
quently rotated by the drill to about a 45" position with respect to the strut. Secondly, the enlarged
shank of the old rivet frequently came out, leaving a hole too large for the rivet, resulting in insuffi-
cient rivet material to form a proper head.

The problem of the twisting posts was solved by fabricating a pair of tongs (Figure B-5) which
could be used to restrain the post in its proper position during the drilling operation. The problem
of the enlarged shank was solved by employing the next larger size rivet; the hole for this rivet
removed all of the original rivet.

In order to form a good head, a rather long rivet was used, and hand-peened to form an over-
size 'mushroom'. In order to ensure that the head could be formed properly, it was necessary to
restrict the diameter of the countersink to be less than the width of the post (0.205 inch minimum).
This is smaller than the specified diameter of countersink for this size rivet (0.228 inch). Therefore
the manufactured head and the formed head both protrude from the skin. The manufactured head
was peened down slightly, and then both sides were cleaned by grinding flush to the skin. The result-
ing rivet sections proved very reproducible, appearing typically as shown in Figure B-4d. These appeared
satisfactory for continuation of the test.

It should be noted that this repair procedure differs from the riveting specifications in three
respects: use of W-condition 'as-quenched' rivets; working the manufactured head; and reducing
the diameter of the flat head by grinding. The justification for these deviations is the use only for
this repair, under strict surveillance. For future production a redesign is required.

Following the demonstration of a reproducible repair procedure, both rivets of the test strut
were repaired for continuation of the test. In drilling out the failed (lower) rivet, the hole was drilled
so that half of the formed head of the old rivet was not removed. The countersink operation removed
the old head, and also champfered around the new hole. The formed head of the new rivet thus had
to be spread to fill both the old and the new countersinks. This represented a 'worst-case' for the
repair technique, since any less desirable repair would require scrapping of the strut.

The repaired strut is shown in Figure B-6.

Completion of the Test

The repaired strut was subjected to tests 4A, 4, and 5. The results of these tests are shown on
Table B-3. The 3-hour creep test resulted in a growth in thickness of 0.007 inch, 0.017 inch, and
0.015 inch respectively at the three measurement locations. Ten pressure cycles to 1.33 times takeoff
condition resulted in barely measurable further growth. dnd started very small leaks around the rivets.

At the ultimate load condition (2 times takeoff) continued growth is apparent, and increased
leakage. However no failure occurred.
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Figure B-5. Tongs to Hold Parts for Drilling

Figure B-6. Test Strut After Repair
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Appearance of the strut after completion of the test is shown in Figure B-7 (strut was buffed
to emphasize skin dimpling) and Figure B-8 where the left strut (after test) *s compared with an un-
tested strut. The bulging is seen to be quite general, and the rivet is effective only over a relatively
small part of the skin.

CONCLUSIONS

a. The struts as manufactured were not satisfactory for use due to inadequate formed
rivet heads.

b. The replacement of the inadequate rivets with an appropriate rivet procedure is
reproducible.

c. The repaired struts will have sufficient strength to withstand extended ground testing
and flight iesting appropriate to test aircraft.

d. All of the 482 production struts were repaired using the demonstrated repair technique.

e. A redesign is required for any future production.
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